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Preface

T

outhea tern

The Fact Book i consulted regularly by faculty and taff

University Fact Book reflects an expanJing boJy

members and administrators throughout the university.
It i a riti al re urce regarding N U fi r both internal

hi

12th edition of the

ova

of data and information that provides perspective on the university' character, growth, and accom-

and external institutional takeholders. The Fact Book

pli hmen . The 2004 Fact Book include

h

narrative,

numeric, and graphic repre entation of the university,
including hi tory, chara teri ti , and development of
the institution. Data are pre med in both tabular anJ
graphic fi rmats to provide pertinent detail, and general
trend are highlighted.

proven to be an e ·encial refi rence for the Office of

ran and
ntracts in culling data and information for
in lu ion in pon red funding propo al , and rve
an offi ial re ord for

U of institutional ratu and

progr
<luring a given period. ub tantial portions of
the Fact Book are referenceJ in generating a e ment
report related to the ongoing institutional effectivene

A the university h · expand din ize and complexity,
has the volume of data and information that are compiled to chronicle
U' development. ince 199 ,
when the first edition of the Fact Book was intro<luced,

proc . The different version of the Fact Book pro<luced
over the last decade proviJe a vital record for purpo e of
era king and monitoring progre ·· toward institutional
excellence.

new sections have been in lude<l ea h year.
Appreciati n i again extenJed to Blair Atherton, Ph.D.,
Last year, R

arch and Planning di tributed approxi-

mately 1,900 copie f the 200 Fact Book, carrying
U' me age to a wide and varied audien e. Fact Book
readers continue to contribute to th u fulne

f the

document with each publicati n cycle. The Fact Book i
also accessible to the gen ral public on the W rid Wide
Web via N U's web page or directly at www.nova.edu

/cwis/urp/factbook. The electronic version f the Fact Book

who assumed full re pon ·ibility for the layout f table
and graph and the ompilation of data and narrative
ontenr of the Fact Book anJ to
Tr

nin; and Kimberly

la ire pann, M. .; Ada

ronin for general as i tance

with administrative detail .
John Lo ak
Vice Pre idem for Re arch and Planning

hould be available in spring 2004 to reflect 200 data.
Col r graphics are presented fi r tho e viewing the d
ment with a graphic Internet brow r.

u-
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Mission Statement

N

ova utheastcm University i a dynamic, notfor-profit independent institution dedicated to

profe ions. It offers academic programs at time conven-

providing high-quality c<lucarional program of

and rich learning r ource on campu and at di cant
ite . The university fo ters inquiry, re earch, and cre-

di tincrion from pre hool through the profe ional and
doctoral level , as well as crvi e to the community.
Nova outheastcm University prepare

tudents for life-

long learning and leader hip role in busine

iv

and the

ient to tud nt , mploying inn vative delivery ystem

ativ pr fe ional activity by uniting faculty and cudents
in acquiring and applying knowledge in clinical, community, and profe ional erring .
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Message from the President

Throughout 2004, Nova Southeastern University will celebrate the 40th anniver ary of its
founding as a progressive institution dedicated to the pursuit of innovation and change in the
service of students and community. The charter granted by the state of Florida in 1964 to
Nova University of Advanced Technology and the dedicated support of the community
imbued the dream of its founders with firm roots from which a viable institution would
emerge. Generous gifts of support during the initial years of growth enabled the institution to
acquire critical infrastructure for the development of academic programs and complementary
community ervices. Four decades of unwavering support and advocacy have enabled the
university to sustain growth and enhance its stature at levels far exceeding initial expectations.
N U is now the largest independent institution of higher education in the Southeast and the
10th largest in the United States. More than 76,000 individuals, who serve in a diverse array
of professional capacities, have been awarded degrees from NSU. During fall term 2003, an
unprecedented 23,000 enrollees graced the university' classrooms-both traditional and
virtual-in pursuit of a diverse set of academic offerings.
The university's presence in the community and commitment to service are deeply entrenched, and NSU enjoys a collaborative
role in a variety of endeavors within the higher education community at large. The campu , once barren, sprawls across a
widening corridor of land that continues to expand outh and west, complemented by rising structures on the campus core that
lend beauty and a formidable presence to the institution. This year, the H. Wayne Huizenga School of Business and
Entrepreneurship and the Graduate School of Computer and Information Sciences commence operations in the new, five-story
Carl De antis Building that sits just north of the Alvin Sherman Library, Research, and Information Technology Center,
completed in 2001. Faculty and staff members and students in these two academic centers, who have for years operated in
facilities located off campus, will now enjoy a new level of integration with campus-based activities and resource . On the
outhwest comer of the campus, the new Jim & Jan Moran Family Center Village attests to NSU's dedication ro expanding
community service. During 2004, NSU will break ground on a 225,000 square-foot university center, to be located within the
campus core, adjacent to the Sherman Library. This facility, which will support a diverse array of athletic and cultural activities,
will enhance student engagement and foster a renewed spirit of community integration.
Coincident with these substantial strides in developing infrastructure, the university is vigorously pursuing a variety of
endeavors to strengthen its commitment to research. Institutional support for a variety of research initiatives has been expanded.
The Pre ident's Faculty Research and Development Grant program has provided 136 faculty with support for 57 research and
development initiatives since the program was founded during the 1999-2000 academic year. An array of externally pon ored
research projects are being conducted by faculty throughout the university, and NSU is working in conjw1ction with other large
institutions of higher education in pursuit of several large, multi-year collaborative research endeavors. These efforts are bringing
the university back full circle to its origins as a research institution.
During the past year, I am proud co note, N U has established new academic programs in athletic training, craniofacial
research, cross-disciplinary studie , English, health science, hiscory, and nursing. An increasing number of course are being
offered in an online modality, complementing those offered through more traditional means. Currently, NSU has 24 online
programs certified by the Elecrroni Campus of the outhem Regional Education Board.
The accomplishments NSU has made in its short, 40-year hiscory are highlighted throughout this Fact Book, which provide
context and historical perspective for all these strides. The sustained growth and expanded diversity we enjoy in programs, services,
and personnel underscore the significant contributions of committed stakeholders throughout four decades of service. An engaged
and dedicated university community-students, faculty, staff, trustees, alumni, and friends-has helped us realize the dream that has

~ ~ ? d e , I ~,end ronw,m,lmion, ~d manks ro ,II who ha,e helped shape o",soccess

Ray Ferrero, Jr.
President
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OVERVIEW OF THE UNIVERSITY

Institutional Description

ova outhea tern Univer icy (N U) is a
n t-for-profit, fully accredited, coeducational
in titution. It was founded in 1964 as Nova
University of Advanced Technology. In 1974, the board
of tru tee changed the univer ity's name to Nova
University. In 1994, Nova University merged with
utheastern University of the Health ciences to form
Nova Southeastern University.

N

N U i well known for innovation and quality in both
traditional and distanc edu ation. The university serves
large numbers of adult tudents and a growing popu lation
of traditional undergraduates. To date, the institution ha
produced more than 76,000 alumni.
U ing fall-term enrollment a a mea ure, Nova
outhea tern Univer icy is the large t independent
in titution of higher education in the utheast and the
10th large t n t-for-profit independent in titution
nati nally. N U i one of 164 colleges and universirie
tarewide, and one of 83 independent four-year institution in Florida.
The university award a
iare's, bachelor' , ma rer' ,
speciali t, doctoral, and first-professional degre in a
wide range f field , including busin , counseling, computer and information cience , education, medicine,
denti try, variou health profes ions, law, marine
sciences, p ychol gy, and other social science . Nova
utheastem University has the only college of optometry
in Fl rida, and the only c lieges of phannacy and dental
medicine in uth Florida. The institution al o enjoys an
excellent reputation for its program for familie offered
through the Mailman egal Institute for Early
hi ldhood rudie and the University chool. These
include innovativ par nting, pre chool, primary, and
econdary education program .
The university's pr gram are admini tered through academic centers chat offer course at the Fon Lauderdale
campu e as well a at location throughout Florida,
aero the nation, and at elected international ires in
the Caribbean, Canada, the Dominican Republic,
France, Greece, Mexico, Panama, Puerto Rico, the
United Kingdom, and Venezuela. Despite the g graphic
diversity of it where classes are offered, 2 percent of
the tudent body attend cla e in Florida. evencythree percent of all tudenr enr lied attend classe in the
tricounty area (i.e., Miami-Dade, Broward, and Palm

2

Beach counties). Nova urheasrem University i a major
provider of educati nal program for Fl rida re ident .
Through it undergraduate, graduate, and profe ional
degree pr gram , N U educated more than 20,000
Florida re idem in calendar year 2003. With an
annual budget of approximately $322 million, Nova
outheastern University also has a ignificant economic
impact on the urr uncling community. A recent N U
tudy revealed that the university and i cud nrs and
employee contributed more than 731 million to the
Florida economy during fiscal year 2000-200 l.

UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES
The university library system i compo ed of the Alvin
hennan Library, Research, and Information Technology
Center, East Campus Branch Library, Health Profe ions
Divi ion Library, Law Library, North Miami Bran h
Media Union, Oceanographic Library, and four ·chool
librarie . Al o, branch librarie are lo at d in the
Bahamas, Jamaica, and Panama. The 325,000-squaref, t Alvin hennan Library, Research, and lnfi rmarion
Technol gy Center i a j int-u e facility with the
Br ward
unty Board of County Commi ioners. Ir
erve tudenrs and faculty and raff members of
U, a
well as re idents of Broward County. The five- tory
tructure i a high-tech facility using both wireline and
wirele technol gy. Electronic classroom and gr uptudy room are popular areas in the new facility. U ing
compact helving, it has a book capacity f 1.4 million
volume . Within the facility i the 500-seat Rose and
Alfred Miniaci Performing Arts Center, enhancing
university curricular upport and the improvement of the
quality f life in ouch Fl rida. Overall, rhe current
university' librari house approximately 510,000 volume
and 1,400,000 microfom1 unit . Agreements have been
igned with everal librarie throughout the world ro
provide library upp rt for N U program offered in
pecific g ographical area . The catalogs of all librarie
are a ce ible to local u ers, di ranee education tudents,
and faculty members wherever th y may be located, via
computer u ing the electronic library. Online and
CD-ROM databa
complement the paper-ba ed
holding and pr vide full-rexr re ource . Interlibrary
agreements through organizations uch as the Online
Computer Library enter (0 L ), the outhea t
Florida Library Information Network ( EFLIN), the
Consortium of utheastern Law Librarie (
ELL),
and the National Library f Medicine (NLM) provide
broad acce to a wide range of mar rial .

UNIVERSITY FACILITIES

North Miami Beach Campus

The university offers degree program and continuing
education opportunitie on four campu e in lhe
Miami-Fort Lauderdale area.

The I -acre North Miami Beach campu is home to the
Fischler Graduate chool of Education and Human
ervices; dental medicine, family medicine, and optometry clinic operated by the Health Profe i n Divi ion;
and rayon to omputer , a free tore for teachers.
Overall, the facility include four building totaling
266,500 square feet.

The Main Campus
The main campu in Davie con i t of 300 acre with
general-purpc e athletic field and CAA-qualifying
soccer and ha hall field . Facilicic hou c the central
admini ·tration offi e ; the Health Profe ion Divi i n;
the Farquhar ollege of Art and ience ; the Graduate
chool of omputer and Information cicnce ; the
hepar<l Broad Law enter; the enter for P ychological
cudie ; the H. Wayne Huizenga chool of Bu ine and
Entrepreneurship; the Mailman egal In titute for Early
Childhood cudie ; th Baudhuin Pre chool; the
Univer ity chool (grade pre-k-12); the Alvin
herman Library, Re earch, and Information Technology
Center; and the Miami Dolphins Training Facility. In
addition, five re idence hall on the main campu erve
undergraduate, graduate, health pr fe ions, and law tudents, with a capacity for hou ing up to 555 rudents in
approximately 207,000 square feet of living pace.
The Ro enthal rudent enter i complemented by a
recreational port complex with a wimming pool, outdoor basketball and tennis courts, and locker and hower facilities. University Park Plaza, just to the outh of the
Health Profi ions Divi ion complex, contain 60,000
square feet of office and cla r m space and includes the
Center for Continuing and Profi ional rudie , the
Institute for Leaming in Retir ment, a 100- tati n
microcomputer laboratory, and a video tudio.
The Health Profe ion Divi ion complex i located on
21 acres of land at the north we t c m r of the main campu . The complex include eight building totaling more
than 540,000 quare feet of pace for admini crative
office , classrooms, laborat rie , the Health Profe ion
Divi ion Library, and a patient- ervice clinic. Also,
there i a 600,000-square-foot parking trucrure with
space for 2,000 vehicle .
In addition to the main campu , the university has permanent facilitie in Fort Lauderdale, Dania Beach, and
orth Miami Beach. These locations are all within 20
mile of the main campus in Davie.

East Campus
The east campu i located in Fort Lauderdale. The 10acre campu has eight building , which provide a total of
104,000 quare feet for the Graduate School of
Humanitie and ocial cience (SHSS), the Brief
Therapy In titute (BT!), Community Re luti n
ervice ( R ), tudents United with Parent and
Educators to Re olve Bullying ( UPERB), the east campu library, and the east campus computer laboratory.

Oceanographic Center
Located in Dania Beach, the Oceanographic Center
occupie IO a res adjacent to John U. Lloyd rate Park at
Port Everglade in Fort Laud rdal . The center' faciliti
are composed of three permanent buildings encomp ing
almo t 27,000 square feet f office, cla room, library, and
laboratory pace. The e are upplemented by three
modular building and two hou eboats. The center'
proximity to the ocean i ideal for launching field studies.

Technology Facilities
The university maintain an exten ive informati n technology network for teaching and learning, re earch, and
admini trative computing.
mprehen ive fiber-optic
and wirele network provide connectivity for u er
acce . A dedicated wide area network (WAN) upports
high-speed acce to central computing resource from all
campuses. N U WING , the university' wirele networking sy tern, provide tudents with m bile network
connectivity in more than 30 buildings and exterior
locations covering all of the univer icy' campu
and
tudent educational centers. High- peed Internet acce
i provided to both on-campu and remote ices.
tudents, faculty and raff members, and admini trator
have acce to univer icy computing r ourc from de ktop and laptop computers, while numer u microcomput r labs are conveniently located through ut university faciliti for rudent u e. Admini trative computing
re urce con i t of multiple
un Mier y tern
Enterprise ervers and numerou other application- pecific Micro oft Window ervers. The university' admini trative operation are upported by the CT Banner
y tern. Additional administrative y terns include medical, dental, optometry, and mental health clinic y rems.
Multiple un Micro ystems ervers upport academic
applications, World Wide Web-ba ed cool , and the university' email y tern. Synchronou and asynchron u
Web tool are u ed for the delivery of di ranee education.
Electr nic cla room and microcomputer lab provide
hand -on technology upport for tudents and faculty
members. Multim dia technology training lab upport
technology-training opportunitie for faculty and taff
members.
Videoconferencing u ing Integrated ervice Digital
erwork (I D ) i provided for distance education.
Through a ideoconferencing bridge located on campu ,
2 ire can be linked co form a global classroom. Fiftyeight videoconferencing r m are located at N U' tu-

3

dent educational centers and other ices throughout
Florida. One vide onferencing room i located at the
Las Vegas tudent Educational Center, and four are
located in Puerto Rico. Fifty tudent d ktop videoconferencing units are located at clinical and internship ices
and in the homes of tudencs enrolled in the peech-language pathology and audiology doctoral programs.

• Dental Medicine Patient Care
3200 uth University Drive
F rt Lauderdale, Fl__ 33328
(954) 262-7500
• The Eye Institute
1111 West Broward Boulevard
F rt Lauderdale, Fl__ 33312
(954) 525-1351

To further augment the librarie ' print material , the
Office of Educational Technologies and Media Services
has an extensive collection of more than 1,200 items of
nonprint material (principally videotapes and DVDs).
A multimedia production studio houses tools fi r the
creation of in tructional, informational, and marketing
videos, CDs, and DVDs. Educational Technologies and
Media Services provides technical support for distance
learning via videoconferencing.

• Health Care Center at North Miami Beach
1750 NE 167th treet
North Miami Beach, A., 33 162
(305) 949-4000
• N U Pharmacy and Pharmaceuci al
Wellness Center
3200 South University Drive
Fort Lauderdale, Fl__ 33328
(954) 262-4550

Clinical Facilities
In addition to clinical facilitie on the main campu , the
university provide clinical rvices t the surrounding
community through owned and leased off-campu facilities. The Health Professions Division h outpatient
facilitie that principally provide medical ervice .
Dental, optometry, pharmacy, occupational therapy, and
physical therapy service are also available at me locations. The Center for Psychological tudies provides
mental health services and geriatric care at ices located
in the urrounding community. The Graduate h I of
Humanities and Social Sciences provides fami ly therapy
service through the Brief Therapy Institute on the ea t
campus. The Clinic for Speech-Language Pathology and
Communication Disorders provides testing and rehabi litation ervices for schools and individual . linic
location are a follow :

• Clinic for Speech-IA.1iguage Pat1wlogy and
Communication Disorders
• 2555 Davie Road
Davie, FL 33314
(954) 262-7726
• Community Resolution Services
• 3100 W 9th Avenue, N U East Campu
Fort Lauderdale, Fl__ 33315
(954) 262-4237
• Marriage and Family Counseling
• Brief Therapy Institute
Graduate hoot f Humanitie and
ial ienc
3100 W 9th Avenue, N U East mpu
Fort Lauderdale, Fl__ 33315
(954) 262-3030

• Medical Clinic Locations
• Sanford L. Ziff Health

re Center
3200 South University Drive
Fort Lauderdale, Fl__ 33328
(954) 262-4100
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• NSU Hearing and Balance Clinic
• 3600 South University Drive
Davie, Fl__ 33328
(954) 262-7750

• Psyc1wlogy Seniices Center
• Campus C linic
Maltz P ychology Building
3301 College Avenue
Fort Lauderdale, Fl__ 333 14
(954) 262-5730

INSTITUTIONAL ACCREDITATION
utheastem University i accredited by the
ion on olleges of the Southern Association of
Colleg and
h l ( 1866 outhern Lane, Decatur,
GA 30033-4097: Telephone number 404-679-4501) to
award a date' , bachel r' , ma ter' , specialist, and
doctoral degrees. Nova Southeastern University was first
accredited by the uthern Association of College and
hool ( A ) as Nova University in 1971.

PROFESSIONAL ACCREDITATIONS
uthea t m University's hepard Broad Law
Center i a member of the A
iation of American Law
hool and i accredited by the Council of the Section
of Legal Educati n and Admi ions to the Bar of the
American Bar Association (750 N rth Lake Shore Drive,
Chicago, IL 60611: Telephone number: 312-988-6738).
■

The College of O teopathic Medicine i accredited by
the Bureau of Profi i nal Education f the American
Osteopathic A sociation and i a member of the
American Associati n of
liege of O teopathic
Medicine.

■

The
tor f Pharmacy Pr gram i accredited by the
A creditation Council for Pharmac Educati n, 11
W t uperior rreet, uite 5 I 2, hi ago, IL 606 I0
(telephone number: (312) 664-3575, 00-533-3606; fax:
(312) 664-4652.) The liege of Pharmacy i a member
f the Ameri an A
iation of
liege of Pharma y.
■ The

uncil

liege f Optometry i accreJited by the
Optometri Edu ation of the Ameri an
A o iation and i a member of the
f hoot an<l
liege of Optometry.

■

The
upati nal Therapy Program is accredited by
the A creditation oun ii fo r
cupational Therapy
Education.
■ Coll g of Dental Medicine pr grams in demi try,
endodonti , orthod nti and demofacial orthopedi ,
period mi , pediatric demi try, and pr thodontics are
accredited by the ommi ion n Dental Accreditation.
The commi ion i a pecializ d a crediting body recognized by the United rate Department of Education and
can be contacted at (3 I 2) 44 -4653 or at 211 East
Chicago Avenue, hicag , IL 6061 l.

■ The Phy ical Therapy Program i a creJited by the
Commi ion on A creditation for Phy ical Therapy
Education of the American Phy ical Therapy
iation.
■ The Phy ician A i tant Program i accredited by the
Commi ion on Accreditation of Allied Health
Education Programs.
■

The clinical p ychology d toral programs of the
mer f, r Pych logi al tudie arc a redited by the
Am rican P ychological A
iation (APA). The center
al o ha two predoctoral intern hip program . One i
a credited by the APA and a ec nd i a member of the
A
iation of Psychology Po rd t ral and Intern hip
nters (APPIC). The APA and the Florida
Departm nt of Health have appr ved the awarding f
continuing educati n credits by the center.

■

The M ter' Degree Program in peech-Language
Pacho! gy, ffered thr ugh the Fi hler raduate h 1
f Edu ation and Human ervice , i approved by th
Florida Department of Education and accredited by the
ounci l n Academi Accreditati n f th Am ri an
peech-Language-Hearing A ociation (A HA). The
aud iology do torate (Au.D.) ha received candidacy
tatu from the
uncil n Academic A creditation of
A HA.
■

Ba helor' , m ter' , and doer ral degree offered in a
variety of field of bu ine and admini tration by the
H. Wayne Huizenga
h I of Bu ine
and
Entrepreneurship ar accredited by the lntcrnati nal
A em ly for
ollegiate Bu ine
EJucation. The
Bachelor of ience in Pr fi ional Management, the
Master of Busine Admini tration, and the Ma ter of
ience in Human Re urcc Management are accredited
by the University Council of Jamaica.
■

Univer ity chool f ova
utheastern University
i a credited by the
uchem A
iation of College
and
hools, by the Florida
un ii of Independent
chool , by the Florida Kindergarten ounci l, and by
the A ociation f Independent chool of Florida.
Univer ity ch I i a m mb r of the
ational
Association of Independent ch I . It wa accredited as
an elem ntary and ec ndaty hoot for the first time by
AC in 1973 and reaffirmed in 199.

COMMUNITY OUTREACH SERVICES
ova
utheastem University g
beyond its primary
mi ion of providing school and univ rsity curricula by
reaching ut to the c mmunity with Jive
ommunity
ervice program and resource . ova
utheastem
Univ rsity ranks third among all private colleg nati nally in the percentage f fed ral w rk- tudy dollars that it
<levot to community rvice according to r archers at
rthwestern University' Medill chool of Journali m.
The foll wing i a partial Ii t of me of the c mmunity
rvi e programs and facilitie pr videJ.

■ Th M ter of Public Health Program i accredited by

the
■

■

uncil on Education in Public Health ( EPH).

The Mailman
I Institute for Early hildhood
re ch
accredited by the
ational
n for the Education of Young hildren.

The Graduate
hoot of Humaniti
and ocial
, Master f ien e Degree Pr gram in Family
Th rapy i accredited by the Commi i n
n
Accreditation for Marriage and Family Therapy Training
and Educati n ( OAMFTE) of the American
A ciati n for Marriag
and Family Therapy
(AAMFT). Th Ph.D. Pr gram in Family Therapy i a
candidate for accreditati n by the AAMFT.

Center for Psychological Studies
P ychology ervice Center service ar available to all
residents of Broward County, including adult , hildren,
adole ents, and elderly clients.
pe ialized lini al training pr grams pr vide service to
the community thr ugh the following:
• ADHD A e m nt and onsultation Treatment
Pr gram
• Adole cent Drug Abu e Prevention and
Treatment Program
• Child and Ad I em Traumaric tr Program
• linical Health and Biofeedback Program
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Foren ·ic A e ment and Training Program
Guided elf-change Program
lnten ive Psychodynamic P ychotherapy Program
Interpersonal Violence Program
Neurop ychology Assessment Center
N va
outheastern Univer ity Coun eling
Center for Older Adu lts (NCCOA)
• Program for the eriously Emotionally Di curbed
• chool P ychol gy A e ment and onsul tation
Center
• Trauma Resolution Integration Program

H. Wayne Huizenga School of Business
and Entrepreneurship
• Hud on In titute of Entrepreneurship and
Executive Education
• International Institute fo r Franchi e
Manag ment
• Institute for Government and Public Policy
• Di tinguished Lecture erie

Mailman Segal Institute for Early Childhood Studies
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

College of Allied Health and Nursing
• Physician Assi tant Program hos outreach activities to benefit abused children and people with HIV
• Phy ical therapy and occupational therapy tudents treat developmentally challenged ch ildren

College of Dental Medicine

Adult Education and Training Programs
The Baudhuin Pre chool
Family Center Parenting Place
Family Center Pre chool
Infant and Toddler Program
Moran Outreach Initiative
Uni om hildren's linic

Oceanographic Center

• Improve dental caret underserved and indigent
patients by offering training programs in community ettings with diverse populations

• Guy Harvey Research In titute
• National oral Reef Institute

Shepard Broad lAw Center

College of Pharmacy

• Mediation Project
• on umer Protecti n eminar
• Guardian Ad Litem
• Public Intere t Law enter
• treet Law Program

• Hold f, rum that provide infonnation on medications to area seniors, helping them better
understand prescription drugs and their ide effects

College of Optometry
• Vision screening for public ch

I student

University School
• STEP , an after- ch I kill development and
enrich m nt program fi r children age 5-14 where
tudent annually provide 30,000 volunteer h urs
for a vari ty of community ervice project
• ystemic Training for Effective Parenting ( TEP)
classe fi r adult with chi ldren

College of Osteopathic Medicine
•
•
•
•

Area health educati n centers
Rural medicine training pro ram
HIV partnership fi r community
International medical mi ion

Farquhar College

of Arts and Sciences

• Women' Resource Institute
• In titute for L aming in Retirement
• Office of New tudent ervice (community
involvement servic leadership)

Fischler Graduate School of Education
and Human Services
•
•
•
•
•

Teacher UniverseTM/Crayons to C mputers
SeniorNet
National ln titute fo r Educational Option
National School Reform Institute
International Development and Leaming Institute

Graduate School of Humanities and Social Sciences
•
•
•
•

Brief Therapy In titute (BTI)
Community Re lution ervice ( R )
The ivility Pr ject
Project on ulture and reativity in Confl ict
and Peace Building
• tudents United with Parents and Educator to
Re olve Bullying ( UPERB)
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COLLABORATIVE INITIATIVES
Nova outheastem University engage in collaborative
venture with a wide variety of local, tate, regional, and
national organization , con ortia, and agencie . The
fo llowing provide examples of the diversity of involvement of the university in bu iness, educational, service,
and research initiative .
■

Broward

■

Coordinating Council of Broward Quality of Life
Initiative

■

Di ranee education and degree program · for military
per onne l are offered through such entitie and
programs as:
• The Army National Guard Education upport Center
• The oncurrent Admi ions Program for Anny
Enli tees ( onAP)
• Defense Activity for Non-Traditional Education
upport (DANTES)

ounty Edu ational onsortium

• eArmyU
• ervi emembcrs Opportunity ollege (
• Un iced tare
)ru,t Guard In titutc
■ Florida Academi

unselingandTra kingfor rudent!>

■ Florida

enter for Ex ellcncc in Biomedical and
Marine Biotechnology

■ Fl rida

)uncil of I00

■ Independent

ollege and Universitie of Florida

■ Florida Research

DISTANCE EDUCATION AT NSU

nsortium

■ Florida A ..ociation of

t

liege and Universitiei,

■ LambdaRail, an advanced communi ation

network
infra tru ture for scientifi and clini al re earch, techn I gy development, and education

■ N U/Broward

ounty Joint-u e Alvin herman
Library, Re ·ear h, and lnformati n Technology
Center

■

■

uth Florida rvice organizations:
• Broward Partnership for the Homele
• Broward Alliance
• Broward Worksh r
• hambcr of
mmcr e of rearer Fort Lauderdale
• hild Welfare Initiative
• Davie- ooper icy hamber of ommerce
• Hollywood hambcr of
mmerce
• Internet oast
• Enrerpri c Development )rporation
• Miami-Dade hamber of Commer e
• Urban League of Broward
unry
ourhem Regional Education Board Electr ni
mpus

■ United

tate Geological urvey
lnrerdi iplinary ien e Cent r

each tare. At the a crediting l:x)dy level, the univer ity
mu t comply with pc ific requirements con erning Ji ranee edu arion program and general areas uch as fiscal
tability and ·rudent upport rvices for ea h ff-campu
program offering. The purpose of this proc
are the
afeguar<ling of consumer intere t and the
urance of
quality control. N U currently ha a rive di ranee
edu ati n pr grams in the aribbean,
anada, the
Dominican Republic, France, Greec , Mexico, Panama,
Puerto Ri o, th United Kingdom, Venezuela, and in 24
care , including Florida, in full accordance with che
regulation of each of rho e jurisdiction .

outh Florida

■ Vi ion Broward

LICENSURE AND CERTIFICATION
The university m ets regulations that govern the delivery
of di ranee educati n in Florida and the other tat
where it offers program . Although tat differ in regulations, the proce through which the university obtain
tare licensure and certification typically involv review
at three levels. At the care government level, No a
utheastem University mu t qualify as a foreign corporation in order to do bu ine in a pecifi tate. At the
higher-education authority level,
U mu t complete
an extensive application proce and a rigorou r vi w by

ova uche tern University i a pi neer in the area f
di tan e education, having initiated di ranee education
program · in 1972. le wa the first university in the United
cat to offer graduate programs in an nline format,
with the creation of the electronic cl room. N U has
been offering online programs and programs with an
nline component inc 19
U was al the first to
u e the Unix y tem to h t nline ourse , and one of
the first to u e the Internet to
Yahoo! Internet Life ranked
U among America' 100
mo c wired universitie for the year 2000. In 199
20 l, che
ational Jurist magazine ranked
U'
hepar<l Broad Law enter at the top f it Ii t of the
mot wired law chool in the nation. In 2001 and 2002,
U. . ews & World Report ranked
U' graduate program
in e<lu ation a one of the be t f the online programs.
At
U, di tan e education is delivered u ing a variety
f instructional deliv ry y tern . Mode of delivery to
tudents located at ice di cane from the main campu
in lude not only online course via the Internet, but al
ocher mode , u h as th rradici nal cla room etting
with a live in tructor on- ire, compre ed interactive
video, and audio teleconferencing. Technologies uch as
the ele troni
lassroom and audio tele onferencing
(mu h like onference calling) add another dimension to
the university' di can e education pr grams by bringing
instruction to the home and office f rudents.
)tne program u e omputer c r cele ommuni acion
t hnologic exclu ively, or in combination with a cl room
tting. For example,
me graduate pr gran
require ruden co attend hon, intensive in tructional
units on campu (called ummer
nference) as part of
their required pr gram of cudy. Di tan e edu acion
rudents have ace
to educational upport rvice u h
the Electr nic Library and computer ftware on central
rvers through the main campu and through tudent
educational centers located in Miami, rland , Palm
Beach, Tampa, and Jacksonville, Florida, as well as one in
Las Vegas, evada.
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N U tudents can participate in online courses via the
lntemet and World Wide W b from almo t anywhere on
the globe. nline cour·e involve Web ite to ace ·
course materials, announcements, and other information,
plu a range of on line activitie that faci litate frequent
tu<lent-tea her and tudent- tudent intera tion. Facu lty
members and tudent interact via real-time electronic
cla r m , on line forum u ing threaded bulletin board ,
real-time chatroom , online ubmi ion of a ignments in
multimedia format for review by faculty member ,
el ctronic mail, and the Electr nic Library.
N U ffers a wide range of onlin program . Twenty-fi ur
of the university's online program have been certified by
the
uthem Regional Education Board' Electronic
ampu , and are offered thr ugh thi high ly uccessful
on ortium. Program include the B.. in computer
infi rmation ystems; B. . in bu ine profi ional management; the M.B.A.; an M.. , Ph.D., and graduate certificate in conflict analy i and re lution; master of public admini tration; M. . in criminal ju rice; master of
medical cience; master f health law; doctor of health
cience; M.. in management infonnation ystem ; M . .
and Ph.D. in computer information y terns; M.. and
Ph.D. in computer cience; M .. , Ph.D., and Ed.D. in
computing technology in education; and more than 200
individual course in many f the above program .
Other example include an onlinc master' degree in
a counting and onlin course for teachers. For example,
U' Fi chler Graduate ch I ffers three master'
d gree with 36 pecialization , an educati nal peciali t
degree with 22 specializations, 4 d toral degree with 22
pecialization , and an
iate of arts degree, all available
entirely online.
Over the past 5 to 10 years, many colleges and universiti
have been devel ping di ranee education program .
Nova outheastem University has more than 30 years f
experience in the development, delivery, and evaluation
of di tance education program·. Approximately 55 percent of all
U tudent attend class thr ugh the u of
some form of di ranee education modality (e.g., classroom
instni tion at di tant it , compressed interactive video,
and c mputer-mediated instruction.) The university'
Graduate Education Programs, which began in 1972,
have erved as model of di ranee educati n design for
institutions across the nation.

OFF-CAMPUS STUDENT EDUCATIONAL CENTERS
tudent do not have to be on campu to have a traditional college experience. lf they live in Jacksonville,
Miami, rlando, Tampa, We t Palm Beach, or La Vegas,
attending N U i easy becau e of ff-campu rudent
educational centers. Th
centers are serving tudent at
a di tance from the main campus with mi rocomputer
lab, videoconferencing equipment, and MART cla -
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room . In addition, the centers are taffed with full-time
employee to help with regi tration, enrollment, and
financial aid. The tudent educational centers create an
on-campus atmo phere for tudent by offi ring chance
to develop friend hips, form tudy group , and u videoconferencing equipment to connect with the N U main
campu . Thee centers are c nveni nt and a c ible f, r
many tudents. The tudent educational centers have
e tabli hed high-quality and efficient ervices that enable
tud nt to fini h their degree u ce fully a well a
provide tudents with an experience that contributes to
their personal and profe ional devel pment.
To achi ve tudent ati faction, the following ervices are
offi r d at all student educational centers:
• convenient evening and weekend classes
• full degree online program
• out randing faculty member who are practicing
profe sional in their field
• computer lab access to all rudent with full-time IT
and media a i tance on- ite
• full-time taff to a i t tudent with financial aid,
regi tration, applications, or general program questions
• multiple compressed video uit f, r videoconferencing
• audiovisual tools (TV/V R, DVD, overhead projector,
multimedia projector, etc.)
• Internet connectivity
• notification of important event through the use of
mail, email, vid o , and Web ite
• rudent government associations
• rudent activitie u h a professional development
workshops and graduation recognition reception .
• promotion and upport f regional alumni organizations
• convenient parking
• office h urs:
Monday-Thursday from :30 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.
Friday from :30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
arurday from :00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Plus N U taff coverage continue during all
cla se ions.
Jacksonville rud nt Educati nal Center is conveniently
located by 1-95. The facility erves northea t Florida and
much of utheast G orgia. Georgia students comprise
approximately 30 percent of the tudent population and
come fr m as far north as avannah to attend classe .

Las Vega tudent Educational enter i located at the
southeast c mer of Ru ell's Road and
utheastem
Avenue. The Las Vegas center offers a variety of degree
program in education, and bu ine . The center al o ha
a computer lab, compre ed interactive video room,
and tudent center.
Miami rudent Educational Center i located on the
northwe t comer of Kendall Drive and Florida's
Turnpike. It erve the area of Miami-Dade County with

me overlap into
uth BrowarJ. The facility i a
four-floor building with 70,000 square feet. Thi center i
equipped with three computer lab , cwo-c mpr' ed
video uices, and Internee a cc in all rooms.

to upport community ervi e project . Many f the
in titution' chool , college , and centers, and the
enter for
ntinuing and Profe i nal tudie r ceive
pon red funding to upport teaching/training proje t .

The Orlando tudent Educational enter i located in a
new 60,000 square-fi t facility off 1-4 on Millenia
Boulevard. The center' locati n pr vide the perfect
venue for community meeting and eminars. The center
is fully caffi d to accommodate the need of diverse educational programs. It offers many degree and continuing
education pr grams co the community.

The university i receiving pons red funding from 66
different funding entitie , with the large t amount, 32
percent, coming from local g vernment; the federal and
tate government are not far behind with 29 and 24
percent, re pectively. Example of upport include both
continuing a well a new project , and repre nt the
innovation and diversity haracteri tic of
U. me of
the continuing project include the Nati nal oral Reef
ln titute; phase Ill of the cultural arts auditorium; Early
Head tart; predocc ral training in primary care; Area
Health Education Program ; re earch on period ntiti
and diabetes; preventative medicine r idenci ; the ea
Turtle Conservation Pr gram; the Governor' ummer
Program; the ational Juvenile Detention Alternative
Initiative; and geriatric re idential treatment ervice .
New pr jects include the PARITY Pr gram and the
Parents a Trainers Program ("PAT Plu ") at the
Mailman egal Institute for Early hildhood Education;
WMD/All Hazards Cri i Communication Awarene
Training at the College of O t opathic Medicine; a
number of new hark-related r earch projects and the
expan ion of the Marine Bi logical Monie ring project
at the Oceanographic Center; how u ers can navigate
with a 3-D environment at the ch I of Computer and
Information cience ; and research at the College of
Dental Medicine involving periodontal pathogen
i lation from atheromatou plaqu .

Tampa tudent Educati nal Center i located near
1-75. All pr gram are ffered in acce ible format to
accommodac a tudent' demanding schedule. The
Family Center of Tampa Bay, located at N U' Tampa
center, provide family resource to the Tampa Bay area
community.
West Palm Beach cudent Educational
mer i located
off of PGA Boulevard in We t Palm Beach. Thi cudent
educational center offers the area' only pharmacy program.
The center contains approximately 45,000 square feet of
meeting space. The West PaLn Beach cudent Educational
Center upports many area organizations and provides a
great meeting place in its spacious audit rium.

GRANTS AND CONTRACTS
ova
utheastern University upports admini trators
and faculty and taff members in their pursuit of ponsored funding from a variety of government and private
ource . The univer ity achieved a landmark in
2002-2003 by exceeding 30 million in spon red funding, which upports 116 parace awards for research,
teaching/training, and c mmunity ervice. Of the
award , 50 percent support re carch, 23 percent teaching/training, and 27 percent upport community ervice
initiative . The increase in pon red funding c ntinue
a ix-year trend, marked by a 49 percent increa e in funding over the past ix years and a 24 percent increase over
the previou fi al year.
In addition, the university funds faculty research through
the Pre idem' Faculty Re earch and Development
Grant. Under thi pr gram, university faculty members
compete for award up to 10,000 fi r the upport of their
scholarly inquiry and re earch. Over the past four year ,
58 awards have been given t 136 faculty members for a
total of 536,0 .
The ceanographic enter
amount of external research
P ychological tudie , the
Medicine, and the Mailman
Childhood tudie receive

is receiving the large t
funding. The
mer for
College of O ceopathic
gal Institute for Early
the bulk of the funding

Moreover, many of
U' active sponsored projects
in lud collaboration with other universitie , ho pital ,
and c mmunity organization . Two initiatives, during
the 2002-2003 fiscal year, exemplify thi spirit of collaboration. The e include the e tabli hment of a
uth
Florida multidi ciplinary cience center, which was
d veloped in collaboration with the U .. Ge logical
urvey,
U, the University of Florida, and Florida
Atlantic University; and the enter of Excellence in
Bi medical and Marine Bi technology, a joint initiative
involving Florida Atlantic University, Harbor Branch
Oceanographic In titution, Florida lnternati nal
University, the mith nian Marine tation at F rt
Pierce, and
liege of Pharmacy.
Fund d pr jects at the university have r ulted in the
establi hment and instituti nalization of new community
ervice pr gram , the d velopment of new course and
curricula, and a vari ty f pr fe ional development
activiti .
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Historical Highlights

1961

1969

The South Florida Education Center ( FEC) was rganized to create an educational complex of institutions
ranging from pre-elementary to po tdoctoral education
to invent, implement, evaluate, and di eminate innovative practices in all area .

The Life ciences Center wa e tabli hed to offer
doctoral and master's degree in the biological sciences.
The Leo Goodwin Institute for Cancer Research was
relocated from Tampa to Nova University.

1964

University hool opened on the main campus, extending
Nova University's educational programs down to the
elementary and secondary levels.

Nova University opened office on La Olas Boulevard in
Fort Lauderdale, Florida. Warren J. Winstead, Ph.D., was
named president.

Abraham . Fischler, Ed.D., was appointed executive
vice pr ident of Nova University by the board of tru tees.

Nova University was chartered by the state of Florida as
Nova University of Advanced Technology.

1965

1970
The first five Nova University graduates received their
Ph.D. degree.

The Physical Sciences Center and the Physical
Oceanographic Laboratory were establi hed.

A federation with New York Institute of Technology
( YIT) was established. Alexander chure, then president ofNYIT, was named chancellor of Nova University.

Nova University received everal gifts that enabled the
con truction of the Loui Parker Phy ical cience
Building and the Ro enthal tudent Center, and e tabIi hed an endowed chair in phy ics.

Abraham S. Fi chler, Ed.D., was named president of
ova University.

1971
1967
The Edwin M. and Esther L. Rosenthal Student Center
wa dedicated on the main campus.
Classe at Nova University f, nnally began; the tudent
body consisted of 17 Ph.D. tudents in behavioral
science, physics and physical chemistry, and oceanography.
There were 17 faculty members and 38 staff members.

Nova University received full accreditation for five years
from the Southern Association of Colleges and School
( A ).

1972
Nova University initiated its external degree programs
with its
ational Ed.D. Program in Educational
Leadership and Higher Education.

1968
The Louis Parker Phy ical iences Center, the Davie
Living Complex, and the main campu in Davie were
officially opened.
Ten acres of land were deeded to Nova University by the
Broward County Commi ion at Port Everglade for
relocation of the Physical Oceanographic Laboratory.
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YIT initiated a master' degree program in business
admini tration at Nova University.
The Ph.D. Program in Clinical P ych logy began.
The Ed.D. Program in Early Childhood Education
began.

1973

1979

The enter for Public Affairs and Administration was
c tabli hed.

The enter for the tudy of Law moved to the university's
cast campu ite.

The Graduate Management Program wa implemented.

The Institute for Marine and Coastal tudies opened at
the O eanographic Center.

1974
1980
The Center for the tudy of Law was c tabli hed.
The board f tru tee voted to change the university'
name to Nova University, Inc.

1975
The Center for the tu<ly of Law received provi ional
accreditation from the American Bar A sociation
(ABA).

The Center for the Advancement of Education was
created.
The Center for the tudy of Admini rration was e tabIi hed. The center was the pre ursor to the chool of
Bu ine s and Entrepreneurship.
The Nova University Clinic wa awarded a $500,000
federal grant to provide mental health ·ervice to the
community.

The Family Center was e tablished.
Nova University received full accreditation for a 10-year
period from ACS.

Nova College received accreditation from
December.

AC

in

1981
The Master' Degree Pr gram in Computer Science was
established.

The outhcastem College of O teopathic Medicine
admitted its charter class as an independent institution.

1976
Nova College wa e tabli hed on the main campu .
Nova University School at Coral Spring was opened.
The Institute for Retired Professional was establi hed.

1977
The first class of the Center for the tudy of Law graduated.

1978
Docroral programs in bu ine administration began
within the Graduate Management Program.
The Nova Univer ity Community Mental Health
Center was e rablished.

The ova University Mailman-Family Center building
was dedicated.
The Florida School of Profc ional P ychology, which
wa established in 1977, joined
ova Univer ity
as the School of Profe ional Psychology within the
Behavioral Sciences Center; the Psy.D. degree in clinical
psychology was offered.
The Ph.D. Program in Clinical Psychology received full
accreditation from the American Psychological
A
iation.

1982
The Center for the Study of Law received full accreditation from the American Bar Association.
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1983

1986

A new 90-unit dormitory was opened on the main campus.

The Doctor of cience Pr gram in Computer Science
wa e tabli hcd.

The Psy.D. Program in Clinical P ychology received
accreditation from the American P ychological
A
iation.
The Master's Degree Program in
Pathology wa e tablished.

peech-Language

The Doctor of Arts in lnfonnation ciences Program was
created and received approval from AC
The Ralph J. Bauclhuin Oral chool wa acquired as a
part of the Family Center.
The Youthful Sex Offender Program wa e tabli hed
within the Institute for Social ervices to Families.

1984
The Center for Computer-Based Learning was created
and included the master's and doctoral programs in
information science, computer education, computer
training and learning, and computer cience.

1987
The C liege of Pharmacy admitted it charter cla in
association with the College of Osteopathic Medicine.
The chool of Social Science wa created to develop a
Mater' Degree Program in Gerontology and a Ph.D.
Program in Family Therapy, and to contain the Institute
for ocial Services to Families.
The Center for Computer cience was established to
contain both the graduate and the undergraduate computer science degree programs previously housed in the
Center for Computer-based Learning.

1988

1985

The
utheastem College of O teopathic Medicine
became Southeastern University of the Health Sciences
after the addition of the College of Optometry.

The university revolutionized di tance education with
the development and implementation of the electronic
cla room for delivery of online c urse .

The Mailman Family Center, Ralph J. Bauclhuin Oral
chool, and the University chool were combined to
form the Family and School Center.

The Ma ter' Program in Speech-Language Pathology
was approved by the Florida Department of Education.

The newly constructed Joe onken Building of the
University School Center wa opened.

The Anna and Maxwell Maltz Institute for Research wa
e tablished.

The Nova University Community Mental Health
Center received full accreditation by the APA as a predoctoral internship site.

The federation between NYIT and Nova University wa
di olved by mutual agreement.
Abraham S. Fischler, Ed.0., president, became chief
executive officer of the university.
Nova University's SACS accreditation was reaffirmed
for a 10-year period.

1!

The Behavioral Science Center became the School of
P ychology (Center for Psych logical Studies).

The undergraduate Liberal tudie Program was begun
with upport from the state of Florida.
The H pitality Center was establi hed to offer bachelor's
degrees in the hospitality area.
A Geriatric Institute was e tablished in order to broaden
the cope of the university Community Mental Health
Center.

1989
The Di ability Law In titute was establi hed within the
enter for the tudy of Law to protect the legal rights of
disabled people and to provide education about di ability
i ue in the law.
The Nova Univer ity Community Mental Health
Center e tabli hed a pediatric p ychology program at the
main campus and a child anxiety clinic at Coral prings.
The Center for the tudy of Law was renamed the
hepard Broad Law Center in acknowledgment of anomey
hepard Broad' exten ive upport.
The hepard Broad Law Center was granted memberhip in the A ociation of American Law chools.
Nova College was renamed the James Farquhar Center
for Undergraduate n1die to rec gnize Farquhar' I ngtime upport.
The Computer-Based Leaming Center and the Center
for Computer cience were combined to form the
Center for Computer and Information cience .
ova University celebrated it 25th anniversary.

1990
The Farquhar Center for Undergraduate tudies held its
first convocation.
The Mater's Degree Program in peech-Language
Pathology received accreditation from the Educational
tandards Board of the American Speech-LanguageHearing A ociation.
Initial articulation agreement were made with
uthea tern University f the Health ciences.

1991
ew facilitie for the Bernice and Jack LaBonte Institute
and the Ralph J. Baudhuin Oral chool were dedicated.
The Institute for y temic Therapy became the chool
of
ocial and
y temic
tudies when degree
programs in dispute resolution were added to existing
programs in family therapy.

1992
tcphen Feldman wa
Nova University.

elected as the third pr idem of

The Leo Goodwin Sr. Hall, new home of the hcpard
Broad Law enter, opened on the main campus.
The Leo Goodwin r. Re idence Hall, the university'
fifth tudent dormitory, was dedicated.
The chool of Business and Entrepreneurship moved to
the ca t campu .
ova University' first building, the Ro enthal tudent
Center, wa expanded to include a dining hall, full
kitchen, bookstore, and administrative offices.

1993
utheastern University of the Health cience added
the College of Allied Health and admitted its charter
class in the Physician A i tant Program.
The Dolphins Training Center, a new training facility for
the Miami Dolphins, was completed on the main campus.
A new wing housing the Bernice and Jack LaBonte
Institute for Hearing, Language, and peech wa added
to the Baudhuin Oral School.

1994
Nova Univer ity merged with outheastem University
of the Health cience to form ova
utheastern
University (N U), adding the Colleges of Osteopathic
Medicine, Pharmacy, Optometry, and Allied Health to
the university. Master's degrees in physical therapy and
occupational therapy were added to the programs of the
College of Allied Health.
Ovid . Lewi wa selected as the fourth pre idem of
NU.
The William and Norma Horvitz Admini tration
Building was dedicated.
A new middle- chool building was con eructed on the
Coral pring campu of the Univer ity chool.
The hools of Computer and Information cience and
ocial and y temic tudie moved to the ea t campu .
The board of trustees approved construction of a new
building on the main campu for the Center for
P ychological Studies.
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1995

1997

Based on it fall 1995 headcount enrollment, N U
became the largest independent university in the state of
Florida.

The board of trustee named Ray Ferr ro, Jr., as president-elect effective January l, 1998. Ferrero is the university' fifth president.

The College of Allied Health started a Master of Public
Health Program for tudcnts already working in other
health profe sions.

The College of O teopathic Medicine won the 1997
American Medical Student Association's Paul R. Wright
Excellence in Medical Education Award, the first osteopathic medical school in the U.S. to be selected.

An existing building on the east campus was remodeled
to create the Alumni Hall of the chool of Business and
Entrepreneur hip. The building contain the Julian and
Ellen Knight Auditorium, the Augu t and Melba
Urbanek Hall of Fame Gallery, and four cla rooms.
A new recreational ports complex located adjacent to
the Rosenthal tudent enter was completed.
NSU acquired 10 acre of land contiguous with the
southwest comer of the main campus for future expansion. Initially, the site will be u ed for a nature trail in a
park-like etting.

1996
The Health Profession Division (HPD) moved from
facilities in North Miami Beach to new facilities on the
main campus. The new complex encompasse 365,000
square feet of classroom, laboratory, clinic, and office
space along with a 4 70,000-square-foot parking structure.

The College of Dental Medicine admitted its charter
class.
The new 65,000-square-foot Maxwell Maltz Psychology
Building wa dedicated.
The Center for Psychological Studie
Intern hip Program was e tablished.

Con ortium

The Fischler Center for the Advancement f Education
moved from leased facilities in Davie to newly renovated
univer ity-owned facilities in North Miami Beach.
Facilitie opened in University Park Plaza adjacent to the
main campus. The facility houses classrooms, a microcomputer laboratory, the Institute for Leaming in
Retirement, and the Offices of Licen ure and State
Relations, Grants and Contracts, and Continuing
Education.

1998
Planning began to move the Fi chler Center for the
Advancement of Education to university facilities in
North Miami Beach.
The board of tru tees approved addition of the College of
Dental Medicine to HPD.
The University School was elected as a National Blue
Ribbon chool of Excellence by the U .. Department of
Education.
The Oceanographic Center began a cooperative project
with the town of Davie to convert a water treatment
facility into an aquaculture re earch farm.
The hepard Broad Law Center began a part-time
evening division J.D. program.
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NSU's regional accreditation was reaffinned by the
Commis ion on College of the Southern Association of
School for another 10 years.
The Fischler Center for the Advancement of Education
changed it name to the Fischler Graduate School of
Education and Human Services.
The National Collegiate Athletic A ociation (NCAA)
Divi ion II Management Council elected NSU to provisional member hip effective eptember l, 1998.
The board of tru tee approved con truction of the
325,000-square-foot Library, Research, and Information
Technology Center on the main campus.

1999
Nova outhea tern Univer ity celebrated its 35th
anniver ary.
GrounJ was br ken for construction of the new Library,
Re earch, and Information Techn logy enter on the
main campu , which will be a joint-u e faci lity with
Broward C unty. The facility will include a full- ervice
library open to the public, electronic cla · room , an auditorium, exhibit areas, and a knowledge navigation center
to test new hardware and frware.
The chool of Bu iness and Entrepreneurship wa
renamed the Wayne Huizenga Graduate chool of
Busine and Entrepreneurship and the board of tru tee
approv d construction of a new building for the chool
on the main campus.
Four ma ter of science programs of the chool of
Computer and Information cience were certified for
inclu ion in the outhern Regional Electronic ampu
of the uthern Regional Education Board.
The chool of
ial and y temic tudies began the
first Ph.D. program in di pure re oluti n offered nationally by di ranee education.
The College of Oste pathic Medicine was ranked 38th
out of 144 medical chools nationally in the category of
primary care medical sch ols by U.S. News &

World Report.

2000
Pre ident F rrer received the American P ychological
A ociation' Pre idential Citation Award for hi efforts
to expand and improve mental health ervice in outh
Florida. The American P ychological Association reaffirmed the Center for P ychological rudies accreditation fo r another even years.
The ch ol of Computer and Info rmation cience
moved from the east campu to a 21,000- quare-fo r
facility on Griffin Road approximately one mile uth f
the main campu .
The 5,000-square-foot Health Profe ion Division
Assembly Building that contain a 310- eat auditorium,
computer laboratory, and eminar room wa completed.

entrnlized university call centers were e ·tabli heJ at
University Park Plaza, in the Health Profe ion Division
linic, and at the Fischler Gradu·1te chool of EJucation
and Human Service .
ix huttle buses were added to N U' fleet to provide
tran portation throughout the 300-a re main campus for
tudents and faculty and raff memb rs.

2001
The 325,000- quare-foot Library, Re earch, and
Information Te hnology
nter was dedicated. It i a
joint-use fac ility that r ulred from an innovative agr ement between N U and the Br ward County Board of
County ommissioners. The new facility i the large t
library in Florida.
ova outhea tern University' College of O re pathic
Medicine became affil iated with the North Broward
Ho pita! District in Broward County, serving a a
reaching hospital for the training of N U medical
students and residents.
The College of Osteopathic Medicine wa awarded full
accreditation as a provider of continuing medical education for phy icians by the Accreditation Council for
Continuing Medical Educati n (ACCME).
The United tate Army elected N U to be an educational partner in eArmyU, a consortium designed to
deliver online degree program to soldiers.
The Family Center wa renamed the Mailman
In tirure for Early hildhood tudie .

egal

Ground was broken for the Jim & Jan Moran Family
enter Villag and a 6 million challenge grant co the
center wa announced by JM Family Enterpri e , Inc.
The ch I of omputer and Information cience
changed its name to the Graduate hool of Computer
and Information cience after its undergraduate programs were placed within the Farquhar Center for
Undergraduate tudies.
The chool of ocia l and ysremic rudie changed its
name to the Graduate chool of Humanities and ocial
ciences.
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The Fischler Graduate chool of Education and Human
ervicc tarted an online master' degree in peechlanguage pathology that i believed to be the first of its
kind.

In fall 2002, the university had the large t annual
increa e in tudent head count ( 13 percent) ince it
merged with outheastem University of the Health
cicnce in 1994.

The hepard Broad Law enter launched the first on line
master' degree in health law for non-lawyers offered by
an accredited law chool.

2003

The board of trustees of the John S. and James L. Knight
Foundation awarded NSU a $250,000 grant for an information literacy training program for youth and adults in
Broward County.

Nova
outhea tern Univer ity, Florida Atlantic
University, and the University of Florida reached a tentative agreement with the U. . Geological Survey
(U GS) to collaborate on Everglades and other envir nmental restoration work in South Florida. The USGS
will locate research and admini trative offices on NSU's
main campus.

2002

The new 261,000-square-foot Carl DeSantis Building
housing the H. Wayne Huizenga chool of Business and
Entrepreneurship and the Graduate School of Computer
and Information Sciences was completed.

Ground was broken for con truction of a new five-story,
261,000-square-foot building on the main campus to
house the H. Wayne Huizenga School of Business and
Entrepreneurship.

NSU received one of the large t gifts in its history from
developer Alvin Sherman. In honor of his generosity,
NSU's library was renamed the Alvin Sherman Library,
Research, and Information Technology Center.

Con truction began for new facilities for the Orlando
Student Educational Center in the new Mall at Mitlenia.
The Bachelor of Science in Profe ional Management,
the Master of Business Administration, and the Master of
Science in Human Re ource Management programs
were accredited by the University Council of Jamaica.
NSU College of Osteopathic Medicine received a grant
from the U.S. Public Health Service that supports the
e tabli hment of the first pediatric residency in Broward
and Palm Beach counties.
N U was approved for active membership as part of the
National Collegiate Athletic Association effective
September 1, 2002, a announced by the NCAA
Division II Membership Committee.
Nova outheastem University accepted an invitation to
join the Sunshine State Conference of the National
Collegiate Athletic Association (Divi ion II) beginning
with the 2002-03 academic year.
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The new 110,000 square-f: ot Jim & Jan Moran Family
Center Village housing the Mailman egal Institute for
Early Childhood Studies opened on the main campus.

The board of trustees approved a name change from the
Farquhar Center for Undergraduate Studies to the
Farquhar College of Arts and ciences after moving the
undergraduate business majors to the H. Wayne
Huizenga School of Bu ines and Entrepreneurship
(formerly the Wayne Huizenga Graduate School of
Busine and Entrepreneurship).
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Abraham S. Fischler, Ed.D.

Functions of the Board of Trustees

I

n accordance with the bylaws of Nova Southeastem
University, the business and property of the university
are managed by a board of trustees, consisting of the
president, chairs emeriti, and not more than 35 additional
members. The committees of the board of trustees include
the Executive Committee, the Committee of Trustees,
the Committee for Strategic Planning/Academics, the
Committee for Finance/Audit and Investments, the
Committee for Personnel, the Committee for
Development, and the Committee for Buildings and
Grounds. The specific re ponsibilities of the board of
trustees are
• acquiring, conserving, and developing the university's r sources, and in this regard, the board of
trustees holds title to and acts as custodian of all
property of the institution

• establishing the aims and objectives of the university within the framework of, and the purposes
authorized by, the charter
• accepting and administering, for university
purpo es, gift of land, bequests, trusts, money, and
buildings from public and private sources
• establishing faculties, departments, and divisions
upon recommendation of the president; recommending and fixing salaries of teachers and other
employee
• establishing courses and curricula upon recommendation from the faculty and prescribing conditions of
student admi sion, attendance, and discharge

• electing the chief executive officer
• authorizing and changing the budget
• acting as a final body of appeal for students, alumni,
faculty members, and all staff members who feel
that the administration has not dealt fairly with
them or has not served in the best interests of
the university
• establishing broad educational policie affecting
the university
• making critical reviews of the university's educational programs and development plans
• aiding in the interpretation of the university to the
public and to its constituencies
• approving the recommendation for awarding
all degrees
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University Administrators

Ray Ferrero, Jr., J.D.
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Deo Nelli , Ed.D.
Executive Directar of Student Educational Centers
Robert S. Oller, D.O.
CEO of NSU Health CUnics
Christopher Ott, B. ./HRM
Executive Directar of Business Services
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University Organization
Figure 1
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University Councils and Committees

ACADEMIC COMPUTING COMMITTEE

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION COMMITTEE

Chair: Gregory Horne, executive director of information
technology systems and services. The Academic
Computing Committee assi ts in devel ping universitywide approaches to the application of computers to
student learning and in increasing the effectiveness of
in truction. The member hip includes representatives
fr m academic centers.

Cochairs: Ada Christie, assistant director of operations
in the Farquhar College of Arts and Sciences, and
Ralph Hogges, program professor and director in the
Fischler Graduate School of Education and Human
Services. The Affim1ative Action Committee, admin istered through the Office of Human Resources, make
recommendation to ensure that the university operate
within the guidelines of affirmative action with regard to
advertising, hiring, promoti ns, laries, training, recruiting,
and contract renewal.

ACADEMIC REVIEW COMMITTEE
Chair: Frank DePiano, university professor. The purpo e
of the committee is to oversee the proce of academic
program review, and identify ·trategie fo r achieving the
university's goal of academic excellence or eminence in
each program, department, or school. The committee also
ensures that newly e tablished programs are effectively
managed, and are con i tent with the mis ion, goal , and
objectives of the university. Membership i selected from
among the university fac ulty.

ADMISSIONS COUNCIL
Chair: Martha Smith-Singleton, executive director of
the Center for Continuing and Professional Studies. The
purpose of the council i to maintain regular communication and t propo e and implement university-wide
recruitment, admissions, and enrollment management
proces e and procedures. The council meets monthly
and is composed of admissions repre entatives from each
school, college, or center as well as representatives of
central student services.

CONTINUING EDUCATION FORUM, CENTER FOR
CONTINUING AND PROFESSIONAL STUDIES
Chair: Martha Smith-Singleton, executive director of
the Center for Continuing and Professional Studies. The
purpose of the forum is to provide fo r sharing of continuing
education, training, and professional development opportunities among the schools, colleges, and center .
Representatives seek links f, r c llaboration, funding
sources, and other resources fo r expansion of communitybased lifelong learning opportunitie .
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BUDGET COMMITTEE
Chair: George Hanbury, executive vice president for
administration. The Budget ommittee reviews and
recommends to the president the annual operating budget
including the establishment of tuition and fee rates.

CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM COMMITTEE
Chair: George Hanbury, executive vice president for
administration. Thi committee wa establi hed to coordinate and combine the collective capital projects of the
vari u chools, college , or centers f the university that
are to be funded and constructed during the planning
h rizon of the next five years. The Capital Improvement
Program (CIP) is updated biennially and the first year of
the plan serves as the current-year capital budget. l11e
CIP i ba ed on the fiscal resources of the university;
therefore, it reflects the timing and fi cal impact of raising
these funds through variou combinations of contributions, endowments, gift , current university revenue, or
debt. The plan is submitted to the pre ident fo r review,
and after hi input, submitted to the board of trustees for
adoption.

COMMITTEE ON FACULTY SCHOLARSHIP, RESEARCH ,
AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Chair: Ronald Chenail, assistant to the president for
academic affairs. The purpo e of the Committee on
Faculty Scholarship, Re earch, and Profe sional
Devel pment is to assist with the development of goal
and expectations for cholarship and re earch and to
refine the policies and procedures needed to support the e
activitie in a high-quality manner.

COUNCIL OF DEANS

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY POLICY COMMITTEE

Chair: Ronald Chenail, assistant to the president for
academic affairs. The council's purpo e i to review all
academic or academically related matter . The council
proactively proposes future program direction. It explores
closer programmatic connections among schools, colleges,
and centers and recommends appropriate fit and balance
of programs and their structure within the university.

Chair: Virginia McLain, associate vice president for
information technology and media services. The purpose
of the Information Technology Policy Committee is to
recommend, evaluate, review, and monitor computer,
technology, and telecommunication policies and activities. The committee recommends overall policies and
directions that affect academic computer systems, admini trative computer systems, automated library sy terns,
telec mmunications facilities of the university, and other
technology matters not covered by exi ting policies.

EDITORIAL BOARD
Chair: Ron Ryan, director of the Office of Publications.
The purpose of the Editorial Board is to develop universitywide tandards for edit rial writing tyle and graphic
identity for material produced through the Office of
Publications. The board also oversees the development f
univer ity-wide publications such as NSU First Look, At a
Glance, and the campu map. The board is composed of
repre entative from the various school , colleges, centers,
and administrative office .

EDUCATION CERTIFICATION COUNCIL
Cochairs: Ronald Chenail, assistant to the president for
academic affairs, and Dian Moorhouse, director, planning and accreditation. The purpose of the council is to

INSTITUTIONAL EFFECTIVENESS COMMITTEE
Chair: Blair Atherton, executive director of institutional
research. The Institutional Effectiveness Committee
focuses n the educational pr grams in each school,
college, or center, and addresses tudent achievement and
the a essment of student learning outcomes.

INSTITUTIONAL REVIEW BOARD

facilitate communication among the variou entities
university-wide that are involved with educational certification activities and to coordinate reporting to external
agencies regarding tho e activities.

Chair: Ronald Needleman, H. Wayne Huizenga School
of Business and Entrepreneurship. The Institutional
Review Board is charged with ensuring that the tudents,
faculty members, and staff members adhere to the basic
ethical principles underlying the acceptable conduct of
re earch involvi ng human subjects, as set forth in The

EMPLOYEE RELATIONS COMMITTEE

Belmont Report: Ethical Principles and GuideUnes far the
Protection of Human Subjects of Research. The board

Cochairs: Arlene Morris, director for,facilities management, and Mary Ann Galvin, director of risk management. Administered through the Office of Human
Resources, chi committee di cus es and make recommendations to the executive vice pre ident on matters of
interest and concern to empl yees.

FACULTY ADVISORY COUNCIL
Chair: Ronald Chenail, assistant to the president for
academic affairs. The purpo e of the Faculty Advisory
Council is to help further the mission of Nova
outheastem University by advising the admini tration
of N U about matters for the improvement of university
programs and ervices. The primary goal of the council is
to enhance, protect, and maintain the intellectual
integrity of the university through its academic program .
1i this end, the council serve as a forum to recommend
new and innovative change; a platform to addre s
academic issues and concern ; and a re ource for conceiving, developing, and implementing new project .
The council meets monthly and con ists of repre entatives from each academic chool, college, and center
within the institution.

includes at least one representative from each school,
college, and center with additional members from the
local community.

QUALITY IMPROVEMENT PLANNING COMMITTEE
Chair: Blair Atherton, executive director of institutional
research. The Quality Improvement Planning
Committee focuses on the university' administrative and
educational support units; addresses the goals, strengths,
and weaknesses; and reviews institutional effectivene
measures.

SAFETY COMMITTEE
Chair: Dennis Fanning, University School director of
administrative operations. Administered through the
Office of the Associate Vice President for Facilities
Management, the Safety Committee assists the university in providing a safe and secure environment for tudents, facu lty members, and taff members. The committee accomplishes chi mi sion by making recommendation to the university thr ugh the Department of Pub Iic
afety for improving afety and ecurity.
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STAR EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Cochairs: George Hanbury, executive vice president for

administration, and Jackie Jones, senior project manager,
Office of Information Techrw/,ogies and Media Services.
The TAR Exe uti ve
mmitt e' purpo i to re Ive
the top i ues and problems char are experienced with the
Banner implementation. The e i ue are broughl to the
attention of CT' management personnel, the CT general manager, and the CT account consultant.

TASK FORCE ON ONLINE/TECHNOLOGY-MEDIATED
LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS
Chair: Edward Ueblein, dean, Graduate School of
Computer and Information Sciences. The ta k fo rce
explores emerging trends in technology-ba ·ed learning
paradigm and works t ward developing a trategic plan
regarding the development, improvement, and upport of
cutting-edge learning y tern at
U. The ta k fo rce
include at least one rcpre emative from each chool, coll ge, and center.

UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES POLICIES COMMITTEE
Chair: Edye Groseclose, professor of biochemistry,
Health Professions Division. Thi committee advi e the
vi e president fo r information ervice anJ uni ver·ity
libra rian n variou li brary polici . U e of the librarie ,
collection cJevel pment, delivery y terns, and di tance
libra ry ervice are example of areas addr ed by the
committee.
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THE ACADEMIC CENTERS

Academic Deans

Jerome . Chermak, Ed.0.
University School
Richard E. Davis, Ed.D.
College of Allied Health and Nursing
Richard E. Dodge, Ph.D.
Oceanographic Center
Norma M. Goonen, Ed.D.
Farquhar College of Arts and Sciences
Joseph D. Harbaugh, LL.M.
Shepard Broad Law Center
William D. Hardigan, Ph.D.
College of Phamwcy
Harold E. Laubach, Ph.D.
College of Medical Sciences
Ronald E Levant, Ed.D.
Center for Psychological Studies
Edward Lieblein, Ph.D.
Graduate School of Computer and Information Sciences
David S. Loshin, 0.0., Ph.D.
College of Optometry
Wendy Masi, Ph.D.
Mailman Segal Institute for Early Childhood Studies
Randolph A. Pohlman, Ph.D.
H. Wayne Huizenga School of Business and Entrepreneurship
Anthony J. Silvagni, D.0.
College of Osteopathic Medicine
H. Wells Singleton, Ph.D.
Fischler Graduate School of Education and Human Services
Robert A. Uchin, D.D..
College of Dental Medicine
Honggang Yang, Ph.D.
Graduate School of Humanities and Social Sciences
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Campus and Center Locations

MAIN CAMPUS
3301 College Avenue • Fort Lauderdale, Florida 333 14-7796
Center for Psychological Studies • (954) 262-5750
Farquhar College of Arts and Sciences • (954) 262-8000
Graduate School of Computer and Information Sciences • (954) 262-2000
H. Wayne Huizenga School of Business and Entrepreneurship • (954) 262-5000
Mailman Segal Institute for Early Chi ldhood Studies • (954) 262-6900

3305 College Avenue • Fort Lauderdale, Florida 333 14-7721
Shepard Broad Law Center • (954) 262-6100

HEALTH PROFESSIONS DIVISION
3200 South University Drive • Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33328-2018

College of Allied Health and Nursing • (954) 262-1205
College of Dental Medicine • (954) 262-7319
College of Medical Sciences • (954) 262-1301
College of Optometry • (954) 262-1402
College of Osteopathic Medicine • (954) 262- 1400
College of Pharmacy • (954) 262-1300

EAST CAMPUS
3 100 SW 9th Avenue • Fort Lauderdale, Florida 333 15-3025

Graduate School of Humanities and Social Sciences • (954) 262-3000

NORTH MIAMI BEACH CAMPUS
1750 NE 167th Street• North Miami Beach, Florida 33162-3017
Fischler Graduate School of Education and Human Services • (954) 262-8500

OCEANOGRAPHIC CENTER CAMPUS
8000 North Ocean Drive • Dania Beach, Florida 33004-3078 (Adjacent w]ohn U. Lloyd State Park)

Oceanographic Center • (954) 262-3600

UNIVERSITY SCHOOL
7500 SW 36th Street • Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33314-2398
Lower School: Grades pre-k-5 • (954) 262-4500
3301 College Avenue • Fort Lauderdale, Florida 333 14-7796

Middle School: Grade 6----8 • (954) 262-4444
Upper School: Grades 9-12 • (954) 262-4400
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The Center for Psychological Studies

T

he Center for Psychological tudie , organized
in 1967, has di tinguished it elf nationally
thr ugh programs that integrate training,
research, and service.

The center offers master' degrees in mental health couneling and chool guidance and counseling and a peciali t (Psy.. ) program in chool p ychology. Thee programs are located at vari us location throughout the
tate of Florida and me are offered in Las Vegas,
Nevada.
In add ition, the center offers two doctoral degrees in
clinical psychology: a scientist-practitioner Ph.D. degree
and a more practitioner-oriented P y.D. degree. These
programs are both APA-accredited and offered at the
Fort Lauderdale campu only. In response to recent
changes in the delivery f health care and the profession
of psychology, the center has developed concentrations
and tracks at the doctoral level. The e concentrations
are optional, and are based on the existing Ph.D. and
P y.D. curriculum, and also require certain elective
course and practicums. Concentration are offered in
the following areas: clinical neurop ychology, clinical
health psychology, psychology of long-term mental illn
(which includes training in p ychosocial rehabilitation
and consultative psychopharmacology), psychodynamic
p ychology, clinical foren ic psychology, and a child
adolescent and family track. Concentrations/tracks are
open to Ph.D. and Psy.D. tudents with the proviso that
Psy.D. tudents who enroll in clinical neuropsychology
must take additional research coursework.
The center enjoy the di tinction of offering the only
postdoctoral master's degree in clinical psychopharmacology for licensed psychologist in the tate f Florida.
The center also sponsors two predoctoral internships,
one of which i APA-accredited, the other i an
APPIC member. In addition, the center provides a
behavioral cience track in the universiry ma ter' degree
program in criminal ju tice and offers joint
P y.D./M.B.A. and Ph.D./M.B.A. programs in collaboration with the H. Wayne Huizenga School of Busine
and Entrepreneurship.
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The center is al home to two research and clinical
trammg in titute : The outheast Institute for Cro Cu ltural Counseling and P ychotherapy, and the
Institute of Trauma and Victimization. Finally, the center
offers a number of postgraduate and continuing education programs to profe ional throughout the year.
Conducting p ychological research and providing asses ment and treatment of psychological problems is one f
the greatest challenges facing modem ociety. No other
class of pr blems places greater demands on ur wisdom
and creativity than those associated with the mind and
behavior. F r the mental health profe ions to advance,
there must be an active exchange between those providing service and those engaged in research. Re earch
need to be responsive to social and community needs;
clinical services must reflect the advances put forth by
research. Each year, more than 100 doctoral and master's
tudents receive practicum training within NSU'
Psychology ervice Center, where fac ulty and clinic
taff members provide supervision. The center is home to
13 faculty-specialty clinical programs, many of which
conduct ongoing research. Training and research areas
span the life cycle from childhood to the elderly. Clients
include individual with common problems in living as
well as those suffering fr m serious p ychological disturbances. Faculty and staff members are alway sensitive to
the cultural nuances of behaviors that are inherent in our
multicultural ociety.
The center has evolved a a national leader in providing
education and training, advancing an under tanding of
human behavior, and providing clinical service to the
public. Our commitment i to continue to make ignificant contribution to our community and ociety well
into the future while producing the most advanced training opportunities for our students.

The Farquhar College of Arts and Sciences

T

he Farquhar College of Arts and Sciences is a
mall, personal community within a large uni ersity, offering students small clas izes, individual
attention from instruct rs, and the encouragement to
achieve competency in a variety of areas. Courses of
study leading t either the bachelor of cience or the
bachelor of arts degree are divided between two programs
within the college: the Professi nal and Liberal Studies
Program and the Career Development Program.

Dual Admission Programs
(Professional and Liberal Studies Program only)

NSU offers dual admission programs for a select number
of highly motivated, academically talented tudent
interested in pur uing b th und rgraduate and graduate
tudies in audiology, speech-language pathology, conflict
analysis and resolution, law, bu iness, psychology, mental
health counseling, marine biology, osteopathic medicine,
optometry, pharmacy, dental medicine, physical therapy,
or occupational therapy.

Professional and Liberal Studies Program
To meet the needs f traditional day students, the
Professional and Liberal Studies Program (PALS)
provides unique options for the undergraduate experience
including the following:
• 16 major program of study leading to the baccalaureate degree, organized in four academic
divi ion
• a comprehensive general education program
• a curriculum that challenges undergraduates with
the fundamental questions of living and inspires
them to cultivate intellectual integrity and social
responsibility
• an athletic program (NCAA Division 11) offering
the following sport : baseball (men's), basketball,
cross-country, golf, rowing (women's), soccer, softball (women's), tennis (women's), and volleyball
(women's)

Career Development Program
To meet the need of working adults, the Career
Development (evening) Program provides opportunitie
to pursue a bachelor' degree by offering the foll wing:
• flexible course scheduling in the evening and on
weekend
• convenient location and formats, with cla es
offered on the main campu as well as at other offcampus locations across the state and beyond
• pragmatic teaching by qualified faculty members
who bring both academic and profe ional work
experience into the classroom
• re ponsive academic advising in the evenings and
by appointment
• experiential learning opportunities through the
Prior Leaming Program, which all ws tudents to
receive college credit by demon trating competencie achieved in the workplace

Institute for Learning in Retirement
In order to serve the special needs of the growing retirement community in South Florida, the Farquhar College
of Arr and cience establi hed the In titute for
Leaming in Retirement (ILR). Modeled after the highly
successful program at the New School for Social
Re earch in New York City, N U's ILR offers an opportunity for retired profe ionals to renew their education.
In the ILR, retiree from all walks of life explore new
interests and direction . The institute meet from
mid-October through April, followed by a ummer
ses ion of four to ix weeks.

Women's Resource Institute
Founded in March 1995 through the generosity of the
Judith hulim on Memorial Fund, the Women'
Resource Institute (WRI) dedicate its resources to
educating, empowering, and enlightening women at NSU
and in the expanded community. WRl function a a
central clearinghouse of information and access to services.

Commitment to Excellence
The Farquhar College of Arts and Sciences is committed
to offering high-quality educational programs throughout
the state of Fl rida and abroad. The college ha
initiated an ambitiou new online program, which
provides an opportunity for students to take courses at
any time and in any place. The college continues to
expand its programs of study to increase accessibility
while maintaining high standards of academic excellence.
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The Fischler Graduate School of Education
and Human Services

T

he Fischler Graduate chool of EJucation and
Human ervices (FG EH ) offers dozen of
programs of po rgraduate tudy in the field of
education and related human ervice ·, almo t all delivered through high-quality distance education techniques
perfected in 30 years of expcrien e. Working thr ugh
di tance education, the school erve more than 12,000
rudents annually in many tares and everal
foreign countrie . Based in an 1 -acre, four building
campu in North Miami Beach, the ch ol al o ha an
inten e commitment to providing ervice to students,
educators, children, and familie in the c mmunitie
where our students live and work.
Academic programs offer a wide range of option in
term of level of study (associate' , master's, educational
peciali t, and doctoral degrees; certificate ; and teacher
certification/recertification); field of study (dozen f
pecialization options); and method of delivery
( ice-based, clu ter-based, online, campu -ba ed, and
myriad combinations of the e).Virtually all of the
chool' 16 degre and 5 pecializations are available
entirely online; and many can be customized to meet
individual tudent ', hoot ystems', or organizations'
unique need .
Field of graduate degree tudy include educational
leader hip, organizational leadership, higher education
admini tration, career and technical education, computing
and information technology, health care education, early
childhood education, child and youth rudies, family
support studies, peech-language pathology, instructional
technology and di ranee education, ubstance abuse
coun cling and education, adult education, more than
35 pecialization within teacher education, initial certification for noneducation majors, recertification and
National Board Certification upport for practicing
teachers, and many other .

Child, Youth, and Human ervice ·, th Ed.D. in
In tructional Technology and Distance Educati n, and
the Doctor of peech-Language Pathology ( LP.D.).
Students can pecialize in more than 20 area among the
doctoral program , often enabling them to tailor their
doctoral tudie to meet individual career objective .
Mo t of the doctoral program are available in both
online and ite/cohort-ba ed option , and all bring a rich
array of full-rime and adjunct faculty from renowned
in titution to benefit the more than 5,000 tudents in
Fi chler Graduate chool doctoral program .

Master's and Ed .S. Programs
The Fi chler Graduate chool offers a wide and varied
array of master' and educational speciali t degree program , with more than 50 pecialization available
among nine degree . Almost all are available in either
on- ite {live) or entirely online format , ffering the
wide t po ible range of options for tudent anywhere in
the world. pecific programs within the ma ter's group
include the national ma ter of arts in teaching and learning, offered jointly with
kylight Profe ional
Development/Pear on Education LLC; the National
Graduate Teachers Education Online program; three
master' degree specializing in early childhood education
admini tration and family upport studie ; and the
chool' flagship Graduate Teacher Education Program,
with more than 35 pecializations at the ma ter' level
and 23 at the educational speciali t level.

Training and Professional Development
The Fi chler Graduate
chool' Training and
Profe ional Development unit re earche and create
training and profe i nal development opportunitie for
learners of all age and in mo t etting or professional
practice . Among offerings are seminars, consulting,
in tructional de ign, profe ional certification programs,
and cu tomized training and pr fe ional development
for a wide range of organizations and institutions.

Doctoral Programs
The Fi chler Graduate chool' d toral program combine the university' two flag hip field-based doctoral
programs in education-the Ed.D. in Educational
Leadership and the Ed.D. in Higher Education
Leader hip-with the highly popular Ed.D. in
Organizational Leader hip, the newly revi ed Ed.D. in
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Assessment
A growing function within the Fi chler Graduate chool
is that of profes ional and individual a
ment, leading
to customized programs of tudy for children, youth , and
working adults. pedal empha i i being placed on
a e ment of tho e with disabilitie ; foreign national

eeking advancement in education in the United tate ;
unskilled workers; people with language harrier·; enior
citizen ; and tho ·e with literacy i ue .

Strategic Alliances
The Fi chler Gra<luate chool al o i leading the way for
other universitie in committing extensive human, academic, and financial upport to develop program and
project J igned to benefit the children, familie , and
educator · we serve. Many of these involve strategic
alliance and working affiliations with public and private
organization ·, as well as with other chools and centers
within N U. Key among the e are alliance with
kylighr Profe ional Development/Pear on Education
LLC; PLAT Leaming, Inc.; cholastic, Inc.; the U ..
Di ranee Learning A sociation (U DLA); the
FG EH -ba e<l National chool Reform In titute;
Magnet chool of America;
READ, the InterAmerican Distance Education
on ortium; ouch
Florida on rrium of harter chool ; Florida Family
Care Coun ii ; ational areer Academy Consortium;
Florida chool hoicc Resour e Center; AXophone;
eniorNet; Flori<la Di ranee Leaming A ociacion;
High/ ope Educational R earch Foun<lati n; ational
A
iation of Elementary and Middle ch I Principals
(NAESP); European
uncil of Internacional chools
(ECI ); and others.
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The Graduate School of Computer
and Information Sciences

I

n thi era of rapid technological growth, each new day
bring demand for increased proficienci of tho e
who e profession intimately involve computers and
informati n technology, e.g., creation of computer/ ftware
products or information y tern , teaching computing,
u ing computing technology in education and training,
managing computing resources, or c nducting r earch.
A major force in educational innovati n, the Graduate
hool of Computer and Information cience ( I )
provide program f di tincti n to prepare tudent for
leadership roles. Its trength include di tingui hed faculty members, cutting-edge curricula, and flexible online
and campu -ba ed format for i M. ., Ph.D., and Ed.D.
programs. It has approximately 1,600 graduate tudents.
All of the school' programs enable working pro~ ional
to earn their degrees without interrupting their careers.
On-campu evening ma ter's degree programs are tailored to meet the need of tho e who reside in
uth
Florida.
Online ma ter' degree programs, which require no campus attendance, are available for part-time or full-time
tudents w rldwide. A unique doctoral program has oncampu and nline c mponents that are tailored for
working profe ionals as well as full-time tudents. The
chool ha online tudents living in every state in the
United tate and in m re than 25 foreign countrie .
Ranked by Forbes magazine as one of the nation's top 20
online programs, and Ii ted in the Princeton Review'
The Best Diswnce Leaming Graduate Schools, Cl
pion ered nline graduate education with its creati n of
the electronic cla room. It has been offering online programs and program with online components ince 19 3.
Over the years, the school developed many unique ft.
ware tool to enhance the online learning environment.
It now offers more than 300 online cl e annually. The
chool i a certified member of the Electronic Campus of
the outhern Regional Education Board, and eight of its
programs are offered via this highly ucce ful con rtium. It al o participate in everal ~ deral and
military programs including the DANTES Di tance
Learning Program, and the United tate Army' new
online initiative, eArmyU.
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Online tudents u e Web ite to ace course material ,
announcements, the electronic library, and other information and participate in a range of activitie that facilitate frequent interacti n with th ir profe rs and fellow
tudents. Online activitie include forum using threaded
di cu ion board , chatr ms, email, and electronic
classroom e ions. The hool developed a y tern that
enable tudent to ubmit assignments online in multimedia formats and to receive online review by cour e
profe rs in the same format .
Among the M. . programs offered on-campu or online
are computer informati n y terns ( includ a specialization
in information security), computer ience, c mputing
technology in educati n (offered only online), and management information y terns (includ pecializations in
electronic commerce and information ecurity). The
master' degree programs require 36 credit hours and may
be completed in 12-1 month . Cl mater' degree
tudents may apply ~ r early admi ion to the doctoral
program, which provid the opportunity to earn the
Ph.D. or Ed.D. in a horter rime.
Doctoral programs include c mputer irui rmation system ,
computer ience, computing technology in education,
informati n cience, and information y terns. tudent
may select one of two formats: cluster or institute.
Clu ters and institute both bring together tudents and
faculty members on the campus ~ r participation in
courses, seminars, and di ertation counseling. Clu ter
tuden attend four on-campus weekend (Friday,
aturday, and unday) per year while taking course .
Institute students, on the other hand, attend weeklong
e ion at the university twice a year at the tart of each
term. Between meeting , students work on a ignments
and pr jects and participate in online activiti that
facilitate frequent interaction with faculty members and
other tudents.

The Graduate School of Humanities
and Social Sciences

T

he Graduate chool of Humanities and Social
cience ( H ) i committed to academic
excellenc and innovation, tudent ucce ,
reflective pra rice, cultural diversity, and
ial re ponsibility. It offers interdi iplinary graduat program in
both on-campu and d' tan e learning fonnats. The
ch I also ponsor community programs and conducts
re earch t und rstand human relations and f, ter social
transformation . Its Web ire is http://shss.nova.edu.

The Department of Family Therapy offers master's and
doctoral degree . The ma ter' degree program i committed to clinical excellence. It has full accreditation
with the
mmi ion on Accreditation for Marriage and
Family Therapy Training and Education of the American
A ociation of Marriag and Family Therapy (AAMFT).
The program fulfill the academic requirements for tare
licen ure in Fl rida and for clinical membership in
AAMFT (additional po tmaster' experience i required
for both credential ). The Ph.D. program has candidacy
tatu with AAMFT and provide tudent with the
knowledge and experri e nece ary to become leader
in the field. tudents may select cour e that fulfill the
academic requirement for becoming a clinical
member and approved upervi or in AAMFT. The
department al o offers a new practiti ner-oriented
doctoral program, the doctor f marriage and family
therapy (D.M.FT.) degree.
The Department of Conflict Analy i and Re lution
(DCAR) offers Ph.D. and M .. degree in two d livery
fom1ats. The ma ter's degree pr gram i de igncd for tudents to apply their study to a variety of the pra ricing
fields. The doer ral program ffers tudent opportunitie
to become informed cholars, pra titioner , and
r earchers who can ffer leadership in the fi Id. The
department take a holi tic, learner-c ntered approach to
encouraging tudents and profi ionals to define and
hape their intellectual and pra rice path in a creative
and rigor u fa hi n. It ffers both n-campus and online
learning formats in conflict r lution and employs an
optimal combinati n of dynamic learning models and
flexible interactive media
that mid-career adults do
not have to relocate for their graduate tudies.

admini tration, and family studies. Graduate certificate
program provide knowledge, method , and kill leading
to career advancement and life enlightenment in the
field of tudy. As a c ncentration, the area of interest
allow students to spe ialize while tudying in their field.
The M.A. in er -disciplinary tudies is multidi ciplinary, experiential, and allow tudents to elf-de ign their
graduate tudi . The program is designed to meet the
need of tudents who are eeking a broader learning
forum, and who appreciate the unique elf-cl sign f
cro -di iplinary tudi . The M.A. program provide
intellectual advancement and the opportunity to expand
and enrich educational horizon in keeping with the liberal tudi tradition . The M.A. program u e a variety
of perspectives for ob erving, analyzing, and addr ing
contemporary ocial i ue . tudents focus on y temic
approache and methodologie when tudying human
chall nge . The program uses experiential learning to
provide tudent with hand -on training where theory
and practice are integrated.
Th Brief Therapy Institute (BT[) provide individual ,
couple , and families with a variety of con ultati n,
therapy, and educational services. The team of profe ionals can assist clients with couple difficulties, parenting
problems, divorce adju tment, family c nflicts, academi
or behavioral problems, the impact f chronic illne ,
tre management, depre i n, anxiety, and other
troubling i u . By enli ting the client ' trength t
empower productive change, BTI provides quality therapeutic service beyond typical m ntal health care.
Community Resoluti n ervice ( R ) offers i ranee
to both N U and the greater community through a
variety of ervic . They include mediati n, facilitation,
consensu building, and training workshop for familie
truggling with conflict through the VOICES Family
Outreach Project; community mediation for neighborhood
disputes; and facilitation, civility workshops, and training
for communiti , group , and organization . The program
al works with law enfi rcement agenci and other
service providers to help make I al communities afer.
H
publi he the emiannual Journal of
Peace and Conflict tuaies both in print and online. The
Qualitative Report i an online j urnal dedicated to qualitative re arch ince 1990. The chool' online new letter
i titled SHSS Dialogs (http://shss.nova.edu/dialogs).
The

The school offers everal graduate certificate and concentration program including c nflict analysi and re oluri n, family y terns health care, health care conflict
re elution, peace tudie , college tudent per onnel
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Health Professions Division

T

he Health Profe ion Division (HPD) i unique
in that it has been developed a an interdisciplinary educational center from its inception. The
division was founded on the concept that the interdisciplinary approach to education i beneficial to student of
all profe ions. The HPD prepares tudent to work effectively with health care providers from different field and
fo ters mutual understanding of the challenges, reward ,
and needs specific to each di cipline. By encouraging
tudents from variou di ipline co learn cogether, barriers
are broken and patient care i enhanced.
The divi ion' mi sion i to train health profes ional to
meet the growing need for primary health care service; to
promote interdisciplinary training and cooperation; to
reach medically underserved rural, geriatric, minority,
and indigent patient groups; and to addre the underrepresentation of minority groups in the health profe ions.

The Health Profe sions Division ha been widely
recognized for its innovative approach to addre ing
community health i ue and meeting unmet health care
need in central and outh Florida. The division ha a
longstanding commitment to promoting service to
under erved communities. In 1997, 13 Florida-based
National Health ervice Corps cholars received tuition
as istance in exchange for service in federally designated
health professional shortage area ; 12 of the 13 were
student of NSU's Health Professions Division.
The university i one of three institutions nationwide
elected by the federal Centers for Di ease Control and
Prevention (CDC) for a three-year multisite program
aimed at preventing alcohol-exposed pregnancie in
women at high ri k. The tudy will be conducted at the
Women's Health Center and the Center for
Psychological tudie .
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grams. tudems now part1c1pate in undergraduate
re earch program and present their findings at regional
and national conferences.
In less than two decades, NSU's Health Professions
Division has dev I ped into a multidisciplinary academic
health center of international tature. With new, modem
facilitie , the Health Profe ion Division ha redoubled
its commitm nt to academic excellence, innovation, and
community ervice while expanding it mis ion in
research and holarship. As a team, the faculty prepares
tud ms for an exciting career in tomorrow' dynamic
health care arena.

College of Allied Health and Nursing
The College of Allied Health and Nursing is committed
to preparing quality rehabilitative, midlevel, and public
health providers Ii r role on the health care team. The
phy ician a si tam program, accredited by the
Commi ion on Accreditation of Allied Health
Education Programs, opened in 1993 and has graduated
464 physician as istants ince 1995. The program award
a dual bachelor of science/master of medical cience
(B . ./M.M.S.) degree in phy ician a sistant tudie .
Physician assistant (PA ) are health care professional
wh practice medicine with phy ician supervision. PAs
take medical histories, perform physical examinations,
order and interpret laboratory re t , diagnose and treat
illnesses, uture wounds, assist in surgery, and write precription in most tares.
The primary care-oriented program combines 15 months
of didactic studie with one year of comprehensive clinical training. Graduates' average te t scores and pa rates
on the Physician Assi tant National Certification
Examination repeatedly rank in the highest percentile
and exceed the national average.

cholarship i an
ential component of the mi ion of
the Health Professions Division. Research ensures the
continued intellectual vitality of the faculty and
promotes the formulation of new knowledge, the
integration of knowledge into modem educational programs and ervice, and the u e of scientific knowledge
and scholarly principles to olve problem .

The Master of Medical Science (M.M.S) Program, contained within the physician assistant program, i
de igned to give graduate PAs and other allied health
professionals advanced knowledge, clinical experience
and scholarship, and training in writing for scholarly
publication .

Since the HPD Research Committee wa formed eight
years ago, there ha been a tremendous increase in basic
re earch funding, re earch publication, and ubmitted

The Occupational Therapy Program, accredited by the
Accreditation Council for Occupational Therapy
Education, opened in 1994. Occupational therapi t

provide services to enhance and restore function and life
satisfaction to people whose daily life performance has
been interrupted or jeopardized by disea e, injury,
disability, life stress, or other factors. The 29-month
Master of Occupational Therapy (M.O.T.) Program is
among the nation's most clinically intensive M.O.T.
program , with an integrated first-year curriculum, four
clinical rotations in year two, and six months of required
clinical internship .
The doctoral program in occupational therapy began in
1995 and offers two doctoral courses of study. The Doctor
of Occupational Therapy (O.T.D.) Program prepares
practicing clinician for leadership in a targeted area of
specialty practice. The Doctor of Philo ophy in
Occupational Therapy (Ph.D.) program strives to develop
scholarly practitioners who will serve as leaders in
advancing the knowledge base of their discipline through
research. The O.T.D. and the Ph.D. are ffered through
distance learning formats.
The Physical Therapy Program began in 1994 and was
granted full accreditation from the Commission on
Accreditation of Physical Therapy Educati n in 1996.
Physical therapists (PTs) perform examinations and provide treatment to patients/clients who uffer from movement dysfunctions. They assess joint motion, mu cle
strength, endurance, and heart and lung function, among
other responsibilitie . PTs practice in a variety of settings
such as hospital , private physical therapy outpatient
center , community health centers, nursing homes, pediatric centers, sports facilities, rehabilitation centers,
home health agencies, schools, and research institutions
as well as in academic settings including colleges and
universities.
There are three distinct Physical Therapy programs at
NSU. The entry-level Doctor of Physical Therapy
Program (D.PT.) at Nova Southeastern University i a
full-time, on-campus program that takes 38 months to
complete. The entry-level program has been accredited by
the Commission on Accreditation for Physical Therapy
Education since 1996, and was granted accreditation status for an additional period of 10 years on April 24, 2002.
The Transition Doctor of Physical Therapy Program (TD.PT.) is a postgraduate program de igned for working
physical therapists who want to advance their clinical
knowledge and kills to that of the Doctor of Physical
Therapy. This program is provided in a distance education forrnat, and is de igned for practicing phy ical therapi ts that entered the profession through entry- level
bachelor and master degrees.

The Doctor of Philosophy in Physical Therapy (Ph.D.,
PT) is the first and only Ph.D., PT degree program in the
nation that is offered online in a distance education format. The Ph.D., PT program i de igned for physical
therapist whose profe ional interests include the aspiration to be an educator, a commitment to research, and
the acquisition of leadership skills so as to erve as consultants in the health care arena. This program i for
practicing physical therapists who entered the profe ion
through entry-level bachelor and master degrees. The
Doctor of Philo ophy in Physical Therapy (Ph.D., PT)
Program requires an additi nal 60 emester hours or
more beyond the master's degree or beyond an advanced
master's degree in which the undergraduate or ma ter's
degree wa in physical therapy. The program require 75
hours beyond the undergraduate profe ional physical
therapy degree. Doctoral course are conducted in various formats including distance education and other
online and computer-based technologies, enabling practicing profe sional to complete course requirements
with minimal time on campu .
With 2.5 million registered nur es nationwide, nursing
continues to be the largest health care profession in the
United States. The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics projects that employment for registered nurses (RN) will
grow faster than the average for all occupation through

2008.
Mo t health care ervice involve ome form of care by
nurses. Although 60 percent of all employed RNs work
in ho pital , many are employed in a wide range of other
settings, including private practice , public health agencie , primary care clinics, home health care, outpatient
surgical centers, health maintenance organizations, nursing-school operated nursing centers, in urance and managed care companies, nursing homes, chools, mental
health agencies, hospice , the military, and industry.
Other nurses work in careers as college and university
educators preparing future nurses, or as scientists developing advances in many areas of health care and health
promotion.
The Bachelor of Science degree in nursing is the critical
first step for a career in professional nursing. The
American Association of Colleges of Nur ing (AACN)
and other leading nursing organizations recognize the
B.. N. degree as the minimum educational requirement
for professional nursing practice. While graduate can
begin practice as an RN with an associate's degree or hospital diploma, the B.S.N. degree is essential for nurses
seeking to perfom1 at the case manager or supervi ory
level or to move across employment settings.
The B.S.N. nur e is the only basic nursing graduate prepared to practice in all health care settings----critical care,
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ambulat ry car , public health, and mental health-and
thu ha the great t employment flexibility of any entrylevel RN. The B..N. urri ulum includ a broad pectrum of cientific, critical-thinking, humanistic, communication, and leadership skill , including pecific courses
on community health nursing not typically included in
diploma or a
iate-degree track . Th e abilities are
e enrial for today' profi i nal nurse who mu t be a
killed provider, cl igner, manager, and coordinator of care.
The R. . to B. .N. program a cepts licensed regi tered
nurses with an associate farts,
iate f ience, or a
nursing diploma. The credit for prior nursing and general education courses is granted through a variety of validation procedure . R.N. to B.. N. tudents may complete
their tudie in a little as fi ur eme ters. Thi program
ha been designed to develop a nursing profe ional who
will be knowledgeable and c mfortable in a urning a
leader hip role in the c mplex health car environment.
The curriculum focu ·es on current health car i u and
delivery. The nursing faculty member · teaching in chi
program have real-world experience, anJ are wellre peered nursing leaders in the community.
The Department of Health ience i an interdi iplinary
gr up f programs designed for th health are profe ional with a desire to advance both academically and
admini tratively within their respective careers. Offering
di ranee education from the undergraduate to doctoral
level i con i tent with the university and college' commitment to lifelong learning. The department offi rs the
fi II wing online degree program : the Bachelor of Health
cience Program, the Master of Health cience Program
(beginning in June 2004), and the Doctor of Health
ienc pr gram. In additi n, an on-campus nrry-level
Bachelor of Health ience Program in vascular nography will be ffered. The e programs afford health are
pr fessi nals the opportunity to tudy topics not typically
offered in their profi ional education track.
The Audiology Program offers tudents a scientific foundation coupled with diverse clinical experiences that are
n e ary for ucce ful independent practice. An audiologist is uniquely qualified to pr vide a comprehensive
array of services related to the diagn i , management, and
treatment of people with hearing and balance disorders.
ova ucheascem University was first in the nation to
offer the Doctor of Audiology (Au.O.) program to current practitioners, allowing them to return to chool and
earn their doct ral degree. In additi n t the main
health profe ion divi ion campu , th audiology department offers the D ctor of Audi logy Program for
Audiological cienti t and ther qualified audiology
practitioners in the United Kingdom.
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College of Dental Medicine
The
liege of D nral Medicine u e an innovative,
newly developed curriculum designed to graduate competent clini ian devoted to primary and comprehensive
care for all patients.
The college i clo ely allied with the College f
Osteopathic Medicine and the other college of the N U
Health Profe i ns Oivi ion, in proximity, a well as in
academic collaboration. ourse in medicin and basic
biomedical cience pr pare tudent to treat physically
well and medically compromi ed patient with
ured
quality care in a modern dental facility.
Early introduction into clinical etting , under the preceptor hip of faculty gr up leader , enable the ·cud nt to
achieve a better under randing of the dynami
f the
patient/denti t relation hip and reinforce clas r m
in truction in the basic and behavi ral cien e , enhan ing management and delivery of omprehensi e dental
health care. tudents are thu taught the importance of
teamwork in an efficient and modem health care d livery y tern.
In addition to the above de cribed dental program, the
College of Dental Medicine offers po cgraduate program
fi r d nti ts desiring specialty statu in endodonci ,
orthodontic , pediatric denti try, periodontic , and
pr thod ntic . Propo als for additional po tgraduate
programs in general denti try and oral and maxillofacial
urgery recently were approved. The college al offers a
three-year program fi r graduate demi ts of foreign dental
chools, permitting them co obtain a O.M.O. cl gre ,
which all w the e tudent to qualify for licen ure anywher in the United tate .
For practi ing dental profe ional , the college pre ents
ongoing continuing education in current advanc in
demi try. The e course are of varying length and have
added an educati nal component for practicing denti ts,
both nationally and internationally.
The
liege of Dental Medicine, I aced on the Health
Profe ion Oivi ion campu of N U, is housed in a
70,500-square-foot, three- tory building containing 162
modem dental uni , in additi n to completely equipped
diagno tic, radi graphic, and oral-maxill facial surgical
uite . ix virtual reality unit , and biomaterial and biological laboratories have been added to provide facilitie
for r earch.
The college has formulated a community denti try mi ion and will provide dental care to indigent and underserved patients thr ugh the tat wide Project Denti t
Care. The college al
rv a a profi ional communi-

ty resource for dentists. Thr ugh continuing edu ation
program , library ervices, and other te hnical and linical assi tance, the college help professional ray urrent
in their field , even while practicing in remote sites.
Th
ollege f Dental Medicine, founded in 1996,
trive to embrace the overall educational goal of N U
while providing the newe t site fully accredited for dental education in the United tates in the past 30 ye rs.

the Health Profe ions Oivi ion, and the
liege of
Medi al
ien es is committed to providing tudents
with the highest quality education a they prepare fi r
lini al, academic, or scientific careers. In addition, as a
complem nt to, and resource for, the divi ion's other
health profi ssion college , the College f M dical
iencc is the tarting point for the division's nationally
recognized interdi iplinary education programs.

College of Optometry
College of Medical Sciences
Th
liege of Medical ciences began the Ma ter of
Biomedical i nee (M.B .. ) Program in the fall of 1996.
urrently, the cla ize i approximately 30 cudents.
The M.B. . pr gram provide tudcnts with everal
option . It prepares tudents for admi ion to profi ional
chool; further devel p individual who are already profe ional with degre ; and trains cud nts for careers in
the basi medical cience a generali t , peciali , or
teachers in one f the cien field . Th e inter ted in
po tgraduate training, either before or after professional
chool, can also benefit from the pr gram.
Course f tudy are individualized as much as po ible to
meet the tudent' career g al and maximize educational
benefit . mall cl
ize provide pportunitie for mall
u ion and int racti n with faculty members.
In the first year, tudent take ba ic cien e c urse · uch
a anatomy, biochcmi try, pathology, phy i logy, and
pharmacology. In the ec nd year, the cudent may
choo e to follow a pattern of general tudie in the ba i
medical ciences, choo e an area of p cial oncentration
in one of the basic cience , r work in a ingle educational pattern within a ingl departm nt. The plan of
tudy includes coursework, research, the i , and teaching.
The college al o erve to coordinate and provide all
basic and medical scien e education to the other
divi ion college and contributes to the unique int rdisciplinary training environment. For example, while all of
our tudents need to be proficient in anatomy, the depth
and
pe of thi expo ure will vary fr m profe ion to
profe ion. Oste pathic medicine, optometry, and dental
tudents require detailed tudy f head and neck anatomy, while pharmacy and occupational therapy tudents
do not need thi ame level of empha i .
nversely, an
exten ive tudy of the extremitie i vital to the education f o teopathi medicine and occupational th rapy
tudent , while ptometry and dental students have le
involvement here and, therefore, less of an empha i .
The biomedical ience hav alway been an important
component of the profe iona l degree programs ffered in

One f man' m t preciou gifts is ight, and the optometric phy ician i dedicated to the preservation and
enhancement f thi gift. The optometric phy ician,
thr ugh academic and clinical training, i able t examine,
diagn ·e, treat, and manage disorders and di ease of the
vi ual y tern and · ociated tructure . The profe ion of
optometry ff, rs many challenges and rewards to tho e
willing to devote them elve to erving thers through a
lifetime of rudy and dedication to excellence.
In urban and rural ommunitie through ut the nation
today' oprom tric phy ician crve as the primary eye
care practitioner in individual or group practices, hospital setting , public health organization , educati nal in titution , and centers for vi ion re earch.
Nova outheastem University'
liege of Optometry is
the on ly optometric academi institution in the tate of
Florida. The College of Optometry admitted its charter
class in 19 9 and has graduated 844 opt metric phy icians
who pr vide primary eye care as well as specialty care in
uch areas as contact lenses; low-vi ion rehabilitation; and
binocular, geriatri , and pediatric vision evaluati n and
treatment. Furthermore, the ollege benefits from the
integrated multidi iplinary health ar programs f th
university's Health Profe ions Oivi ion.
The
liege of Optometry offers a fully accredit d,
full-time, four-year course of ·tudy leading to th d tor
f opt metry (0.0.) degree. Becau e the profi ion is
constantly evolving, optometri ts require an edu ati nal
program that meet the challenges f te hnol gical and
medical advan es and support patient-oriented clinical
re ear h. As primary vision car profe i nal , tud nt
are trained in pathology, diagnostic and therapeutic drug
therapy, and modern technique in imaging and lasers.
tudent al o receive instruction in binocular vi ion,
opti , ontact I n e , and refraction-fl Id that have
rraditi nally been the foundation of the profe ion.
The didactic focu of the first two years of rudy en ompa
oursework in medical cience , opti , and the
ience . In preparation for dir ct patient care,
cuden concurr ntly tudy general ptometric theory
and method ; ocular pathology; and the diagno i , treat-
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ment, anJ management of vision anomalies. Many of the
medical cicnce arc taught in cla e with several health
care di cipline , reflecting the Health Profe i n
0ivi ion' philosophy of inter<li iplinary education.
In the third and fi urth years, tudents provide upervi ed
direct patient care in four university-operated optometry
clinical facilitie jointly known as the Eye In titut . The
fi urth year i entirely clini al, with inten ive training
within the Eye In titute as well a in affiliated primary
care, specialty, and medical/surgical care facilitie .
tudents in the fourth year can take advantage f additional opportunitie for practical clinical experien e by
electing programs from more than 40 external clini
ite affiliated with the ollege of Optometry.
In addition to the profe ional program, the ollege offers
po tgraduate re idency training in a variety of clinical
erring , including primary care and pediatric ptometry
re idencies within the Eye Institute and ho pital-ba ed
and ocular di ease re idencie at affiliated clinical ice .

The mi ion of the college is to train primary care
phy ician with an empha i on family phy ician and
rural and underserved communities. Approximately 73
percent of alumni practice in the primary care discipline
of family medicine, general internal medi ine, or general
p diatri .
The innovative curri ulum emphasizes interdi iplinary
collaboration, guiding students to a holi ti , o te pathic
approach to medicine, and correlat basic ientific
information with fun<lamenral clinical application.
tudent are expo ed to clinical etting in their
first em ter, which prepares them for the real world
of medicine.

The college al o introduced a master' in clinical vi ion
re earch in pring 2003. Thi online pr gram equip the
optometri t, optometric educator, and ocher health profe ·ional with in-depth knowledge nece ary to c nduct
scientific re earch directed at clinically relevant que tion , and provid a bridge between clinical car and
vi ion cien e.

A y tern approach to classe integrate material learn d
from the various department so chat linical a pect ,
pathophy ·iology of di ea e , and disorder of each sy tern
are addre ed. Throughout the course of tudy, the principle and practice of o teopathic medicin , emphasizing
manipulative technique , are applied in pecific fields,
and attention is given to the field f community medicine, geriatrics, minority medicine, and the humanities.
tudent al o undertake basic or applieJ re earch or
cholarly tudy under faculty supervi ion.

The college also conducts a wide range of re earch in
ocular di ase, optic , contact lens , and visi n science.
The e re earch project are funded through grant from
internal fund , private companie , and the Nati nal Eye
Institute.

tudenr- and re ident receive clinical training in the
North Broward Ho pita! Di trice; the N U health care
centers and clinics; and in a va ·t and comprehen ive network of affiliated public and private ho pica! , medi al
practice , ambulatory centers, and public health units.

Through the Eye In titute, the c liege provide primary
and pecialty eye care to the general public, inclu<ling
ervice that are offered at r duced or no cost to undererved populations who orherwi e would not receive eye
are. The college al o provide free vi ion screening at
area public and private chool , day care centers, and
community rganizations and event .

A notable a pect of the linical training program i a
required three-month rotation in a rural practice etting.
In rural clinic ituated throughout the rate of Flori<la,
cudem assi t in providing health care to medically
underserved and indigent patient populations, learning
to treat cultural and ethnic group who e lifestyles,
practice , and attitude t ward health care differ from
those in more traditional training site . Thi enriching
educational experience i one that cannot be taught in
the classroom.

College of Osteopathic Medicine
The College of
ceopachic Medicine has a dedicated
fa ulry, well-e tabli hed affiliation with medical centers
and ho pita! , a nationally recognized rural medicine program, and a m · ion to edu ate the fin t o t opathic
phy ician po ible.
The college, accre<lited by the American Osteopathic
A
iation (AOA) and a member of the American
Association f College f
teopathi Medicine, offers
a full-time four-year course of tudy leading to the doctor
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of o teopathic medicine (0.0.) degree. The college
a<lmitted its charter la in 19 I and ha graduated
2,142 phy icians co date.

Phy icians do not work in a vacuum; they arc part of a
health care team. The college u es the re urce of the
university' multidisciplinary health care centers to provide a comprehensive learning experience. While on
campus, medical tudents hare faculty members, classe ,
and campu facilitie with other Health Profe ion
0ivi i n tu<lent and participate along with ther di ciplines in the comanagement of a diverse patient base as

part of their clinical training. TI1e ollege expo e ·tudem to all aspects of managed care and integrated
health care y rem ro provide chem with the knowledge
and kills they will need to function in the changing
health care environment.
TI1e college keep pa e with the hanging health are
y rem through partnership with community, health,
and eJu arional organizations to better prepare tudents
anJ re iJent for their future profe ·ional role . The ollege ha re iden y program in family medicine, internal
me<licine, emergen y medicine, preventive medi ine,
pediatri , dennacology, ane the iology, urgery, and
urology at affiliaLeJ ho pital . In addition, a geriatric
fellow hip program ha re ently been e tabli hed.
The allege offer ombined 0.O./M.P.H., family meJiine re iJen y/M.P.H., and 0.O./M.B.A. program and i
working to tabli h a family re iden y/M.B.A. program
a well a fellow hip to enhan e pr fe ional competence in pecific areas.
The Public Health Program began offering a master of
publi health (M.P.H.) degree in 1995. The M.P.H.
provide an e ' ntial edu ation in publi health, emphaizing the ba ic kill for preventing di ea e, condu ting
population-based clini al re ear h, performing community ervice, and enhan ing clini al practice. tudent
can pec1ali:e their degree program by pursuing one of
evcral concentratmn tracks
pidemiology and
re earch method , international health, health policy
and management, nutrition, health promotion and
wellne , and general public health.
me cou
in the
Public Health Program are offered online, allowing
tudents to complete course requirements with minimal
n-campus time.
urrent trend in health care, uch as managed care,
have increased the demand for publi health profe ionals.
Profe ional with the M.P.H. degree hold positi ns of
re ponsibility in a variety of etting , including health
care facilitie , county health departments, social rvi e
agen ie , universiri , and community-based health education and promotion organizations. lasses are ffered
in the evening and on weekend u ing variou learning
modalitie , including traditional campu·-based cla
and di"tance educati n technologie uch a Web-based
cl e and interactive compressed video.
In onjunction with i Area Health Education enter
program (AHE ), the
liege of Osteopathic Medicine
enhan e health care ·ervice in 19 south anJ central
Florida countie by bringing edu ational programs to
medi ally needy area , training tudents for ervice in
inner- ity and rural areas, and upporting providers bascd

in the field. The college al o serve the allopathi (M.D.)
and o teopathi (0.0.) physician community by providing onrinuing meJi al education program a reJireJ
by the AOA and the Accreditation
ouncil for
ontinuing Medical Educati n.

College of Pharmacy
The profe ional re pon ibilitie
f pharma i t are
expanding rapidly co meet the demand of a dynamic
health are y tern. Pro pc rive drug use review anJ the
offering of con ultati n rvic arc n w mandarory in all
stat . Thr ugh the provi ion of pharmaceutical care, an
increa ing number of pharmaci t are involved with
Ji ease tare management. A phannaci ts move more
directly inlo patient care, the re hnical function of
pre ription di peru,ing are being carried out by technicians and technology, bur the ultimate re ponsibility for
what take pla e at the drug-patient interface remain
with the pharrnaci t. The
liege of Pharmacy, accredited
by the A creditation
uncil for Phannacy Education,
admitted it fir t la in 19 7 to become the only
college of phanna yin ouch Florida. ince then, it has
graduated 1,49 profe i nal .
The doctor of pharrna y (entry level) is awarJeJ after
uc e ·fu t completion of four yea of pr fe ional tudy
in the
liege of Pharmacy. The urriculum ere e
innovative delivery and a
ment method · and i
de igneJ so that cou e integrate information and build
on one an ther to provide tuden the knowledge to be
ucce · ful in the profe ion. The first two years build a
foundati n in the meJi al and phannaceutical ien e .
Third-year course focu on appli ation of material
learned, the u e of dru in the di ease proce , and developing kill essential to monitoring drug therapy. The
final year of the Phann.D. curri ulum i composed of
full-time clerkship where tuden practi e drug th rapy
monitoring with more independen e.
The entry-level Pharm.D. i al offered at N U' We t
Palm Beach location. It i offered in Pon , Puerto Rico,
a well.
The
ollege of Pharmacy offer a nontraditional
Pharrn.D. degre program for ba calaureate-level pharmaci r . ourses are taught by the same highly qualified
fa ulty that teache the traditional Pharrn.D. curriculum.
tudent have acce to the Health Profe ions 0ivi ion
library, computer , online library, ther learning
re urce ·, and the ast technological r urce pr vided
by N U, which h been a leader in distance education
pr gram for many years.
The nontraditional Phann.D. program educate tuden
to achieve the ·ame outcome a the entry-level
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Pharm.0. program bur i de ign d to meet the need of
working pharmacist . Didactic course are scheduled in
th evening at Fort Lauderdale and are broad ast live by
compre ed interactive video to Fort Myers, Miami,
Orlando, arasoca, Tampa, and We t Palm Beach,
Florida, a well as Puerto Rico. Coordinator at each
di tam ice provide guidance and assi ranee to students,
uring ommun ication among rudents and fa ulty
members at all ices. The curricu lum srresse innovative
teaching, delivery, and a e ment method . Thi
approach provide flexibility for rudents.
Th
ollege of Pharmacy facilities are headquartered at
the Health Prof, ion Divi i n. Pharmacy practice,
pharmaceuti , pharm okineti , and pharmacy admini tration laboratorie are available on- it . linical clerkhip and extern hip it are located throughout central
and uthem Florida. The pharmaceutical care center i
adjacent t the clini . The Drug Info rmation C mer
meets a pre ing demand among health care profe ional f, r accurate infi rmation on medication , their
adverse effect , incompatibilitie , and potential for intera tion . The medicinal garden, a project pearheaded by
the oil ge of Pharmacy along with Florida' leading
horticulturist and land cape architects, serve a a repo itory of living medicinal plant and give student
first-hand knowledge of the plant ' propertie and r le .

Health Care System
The Health Profe ions Divi i n perate five multi pecialty health care center in both Broward and
Miami-Dade ountie . The e centers function as educational re urces while providing patient care in the c mmunitie they erve. In many ca e , these centers provid
care that rraditi nally ha not been offered by ther local
health care providers.
Unique to our health centers i a university mt 10n to
fulfill the pr mi e of interdi iplinary community health,
with patient ervice backed by the nearby re urces and
expertise of the colleges of teopathic medicine, pharmacy,
optometry, allied health and nur ing, medical science ,
and dental medicine. Treatment i coordinated by the
division' credentialed facu lty within a rigorou academic
environment to ensure university-level treatment quality.
HPD deliver per on-to-per on hea lth care in the Jiscipline of family medicine, geriatric , dermatology,
ob terri and gynecology, pediatric , internal medicine,
demi try, phy ical therapy, occupational therapy, o teopathi manipulative medicine, pharmac utical care,
audiology, and balance. Our Eye In titute offers pecialty
care in contact I nse ; ped iatric, adult, and bin ular
vi ion; low-vi ion rehabilitation; and port vi ion
reening a well a primary eye care.
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A partnership with the North Br ward Hospital Di trier
has provided approximately $3 million of diagno tic
radiology equipment at th
n-campus anford L. Ziff
Health Care enter, which offers general radio! gy,
ultra ound, computerized tomography (CT-scan),
magnetic resonance imagery (MRI), C-arm, and mammography ervice .
The Women' Health enter, located in the Sanford L.
Ziff Health Care
nter, provid obstetric, prenatal and
posmacal care, nutriti nal counseling, and other servic .
D liverie take place at Broward General Med ical
enter and other affi liated ho pita! . Additionally, available gyn ological services include Pap mears, biop ie ,
colpo opy, creening for a variety of can er in female
organ , and a range of diagno tic technique .
The on-campu Phannaceutical Wellne Center provid
advanced patient pharmaceutical care. Among the
pecialized ervices it offers are patient education n
medicati n use, improved patient monitoring, therapeutic
utcome asse ment, refill compliance monit ring f, r
chronic medicati n , a multidisciplinary approach to
patient care and di ease rate management, private
r ms f, r individual patient coun eling, and conference
room for group e ion for patient with pecialized
need ( m king c ation, diabete , etc.). Health care
centers in pa-Locka and on the orth Miami Beach
campu pr vide medical, dental, and opt metric care.
Health care, however, i not on ly confined to the wall of
the HPD centers but extend to the community at large.
linical faculty member are actively involved at
off-campu ices, participating in health fairs, creening ,
outreach programs, and other patient education pecial
cv nts. In addition, N U ha partnered with ho pita!
con rtia, agencie , and ervice organization to provide
health care ervice r indigent, HIV-po irive, and
underserved patients.
The
U health care y rem attended to the health care
need of m re than 180,000 patients in the 2001-2002
fiscal year and anticipates playing an even wider role in
the health of the community. Patients of the health care
centers benefit from the university' integrated, multi pecialty clinics becau e, with quick ea y referrals under the
ame roof, patient ati faction and outcom are greatly
improved. As the clinical providers for a growing segment of the ouch Florida region, N U remains c mmitted to enhancing the health and well-being of the
extended community.

H. Wayne Huizenga School of Business
and Entrepreneurship

T

he H. Wayne Huizenga ch I f Bu ine and
Entrepreneurship i the nly bu ine school in
the nation with entrepreneurship in its name.
That say a lot about who we are-a school committed
to delivering an up-to-date curriculum that fosters the
spmt f innovative thinking in the w rkplace. One
recent program addition--0ur master of bu in admini tration in entrepreneurship i de igned especially to
devel p and fo ter the pirit of entrepr neur hip in the
workplace. Regardle of program choice, our students
learn t face critical i ue of today and tomorr w,
head on.

Nearly 31 years ago, the Huizenga School pioneered
field-based education by developing the clu ter concept,
making bu in education acce ible to working pr fessional . Today, our tudents c me from a diverse cro
section of ociety--culturally, demographically, and
profe ionally. Cour es are delivered in a range of flexibl
formats--On-campu , through field-based degree programs
in more than 40 locations worldwide, online, and
through blended learning combining traditional cla room and online activitie . Currently, m re than 4,500
students are enrolled in the Huizenga chool's bachelor' ,
master's, and doctoral degree programs.
Another of the Huizenga chool' unique feature I its
ability t tailor delivery of our bachelor' and master's
programs to the particular needs of corporation . The
Huizenga chool has offered programs to firms including
American Expre ; AT&T; Bell outh; Di ney; Federal
Expre ; GATX; Lucent Technologie ; NABI: alomon
Brother , Inc; Sears, Roebuck & o.; Westinghou e
avannah River C mpany Inc.; and Zhenhua Port
Machinery Company in hanghai, China.
Our inn vative curriculum at the Huizenga School ha at
its core the concept of value creation, a fully integrated
philosophical approach to managing and leading. This
dynamic approach that we call value-driven management
enable u to produce tudents who have di covered how
to add value to their organizations, their communiti ,
and their futures. Courses are designed to challenge critical thinking skills, to widen perspectives on traditi nal
busine practice , and to fo ter an entrepreneurial pirit.

The Huizenga ch I ffer a range f optional con ntrati n to enhance the core M.B.A. curriculum. The
entrepreneurship c ncentration i de igned to a i t tudent in gaining the kill , knowledge, and confidence to
become ucce ful entrepreneur . The curriculum and
experiential learning proce teache students t think;
while the tenn project and testing proce will impr ve
analyti al a well as writing kill . The finance concentrati n pr vide a broad understanding of corp rate
finance, ecuritie analysi , portfolio management, and
financial institutions and markets. The leader hip
concentrati n i designed for students who wish to build
leadership knowledge and c mpetencies upon the f, undation of value-driven management addressing traditional as
well as more contemporary insights int leader hip.
The Hud n Institute of Entrepreneurship and Executive
Education work with companie and individual ,
assi ting them in becoming more competitive in an
increa ingly global environment. The institute ffers
cust mized programs for dome tic and international busin e seeking t tran form the way they do business.
Companie are drawn to the institute' entrepren urial
and market-driven p rspective, flexible I cati n , and
heduling option .
The International In titute for Franchise Education i a
demonstrated leader in the United tate and internationally in its education programs and research. Its goal is
to provide high quality programs for a diverse gr up of
participants including pro pective and existing franchi rs, franchi es, and franchi e ervice providers a
well as academic teachers and re earchers from around
the globe. The institute offers cour es in Fort Lauderdale
and La Vegas to help franchi e leader develop and
enhance their capacity to take n 21 t century challenge , and earn Certified Franchi e Executive Credits
(CFE). We carefully analyze each franchi e y tern's
need , taking a fre h approach each time in matching
needs with our exten ive re ources and de igning a
program that i tailored to each franchise y tern, or
international association.
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The Mailman Segal Institute for Early Childhood Studies -

T

he Mailman Segal Institute for Early hildhood
tudie , formerly known as rhe Family
mer,
provides a range of program de igned to
trengthen familie and enhance the ability of parent
and caregivers to foster the healthy development of chi ldren. The institute howca e be t practice in th field
of early childhood ducation, family upport, and parenting education, achieving its mi i n thr ugh direct ervicc to fami lie and children, Jevel pment and implementation of early childhood education and training
programs, community oucr ach programs, and advocacy.

Child Advocacy and Community Outreach
The institute has a major commitment to providing
community outreach ervice . The institute play an
active part in haping policie char upport the health
and well being of children and their families. Areas of
pecial intere t include improving the quality of child
care and the pr fi ional tatu of child care workers,
providing early intervention program for all famili , literacy, infant/toddler mental health, and ch I readine .
Community outreach activitie include providing earl y
childhood training and parent education; consulting
with and <level ping pr gramming fi r public radio and
relevi ion; contributing article to professional journals,
new paper , and magazin s; and participating in profesional rganization . Activities within Broward C unty'
underserved communiti are provided through The Jim
& Jan Moran Community Outreach Initiative, which i
dedicated to extending the in titute' program including
child care center devel pment, early childhood training,
and parent education.

Early Childhood Education and Training
The institute develop and implement educational and
training programs for early childhood practiti ners; provide c nsulting and training ervices to centers, school ,
and agencie ; and produces publications for parents, educators, and the community.
Educational opportunitie include a developmental speciali t master's degree, a master of cience in education
with an auti m endorsement, Child Developmental
Associate (CDA) certification, credentialing for center
direccor , and provi ion of tare-mandated child care
training course . C ntinuing educati n credit ar pr vided for a variety of ther training programs including
an infant/toddler director' training program.
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Training and technical a i ranee to
hool ystem
throughout the country for programs and individual
focu ed on children two ro five years olJ with auti m are
pr vided by the in titute' Auti m onsortium.
Publications include Your hild at Play, the renowned
five-part erie focu ing on parent/child interaction from
birth to eight years of age; In Time and with Love, a
resource for parents with pecial need infants; and
Creative Beginning , a comprehen i e, h me-based curriculum, among others.

The Mailman Segal Institute of Tampa Bay
The Mailman ega l In tirute for Early hildho d
tudies expanded to include a ire in Tampa Bay, Florida,
in 1991 , named the Mailman egal Institute of Tampa
Bay. In re p n e to a r qu t for proposal from the
C hildren' Board of Hill bor ugh ounty, th in titute
developed a program to improve the quality of ch ild care
in the county. Pr gram and ervice curr ntly provided
in Tampa Bay include Project PIT H, which focu es on
center accreditation;
hild Development As ociate
training; the hild Care Admini trators credential; child
care re ource and referral rvice ; workplac seminars to
help employee balance work and family life; child care
asse ment ervic ; and infant/toddler training programs. The center also overse a network of family child
care home through a contract with Early Head tart.

The Jim & Jan Moran Family Center Village
In June 200 , the institute moved to its new home, the
Jim & Jan Moran Family Center Village located on five
acre adjacent t the ova outheastern University
main campu . The village hou es all of the in ticute' program in a c ntral demonstration facility, inviting tudents, facu lty member, and re earchers to observe, experience, and learn about best practice in early childhood
education and fami ly upport. The project, which broke
gr und in January 2002, wa made p ible by a challenge grant from Jim and Jan Moran and JM Family
Enterpri es, Inc.

Programs for Parents and Children
Educational programs de igneJ for children from birth to
five years old and their familie include parent/child
cla e , parental consultations, parent educati n workshops, and a developmental linic. The in titute' child
care and pr chool program include an infant/toddler
child care center, the Family Center Pre·chool, and the
Baudhuin Pre chool-a pe ialized program for children
with auti m pectrum di order.

The Oceanographic Center

M

ission: FounJed in 1966 and located on a
10-acre ite at P rt Everglade , the
Oceanographic enter' mi ion is to carry out
inn vative basic and appli d r arch and to provide
high-quality graduate and undergraduate education in a
broad range f marine cience and related discipline .
The center erves as a community resource for information, education, and research on oceanographic and
environmental i ue .
Research: Area of interest include theoretical marine
phy i , pale limat l gy, coral r ef geology and ecology,
coral growth, micr bial and chemical ecology, deep and
hall w water benthic ecology, wetland ecology and
management, chronobiology, and environmental integration, marine molecular biology, ichthyology, marine
mammalogy, genetic conservation biology and biodiverity, toxicology, ocean current analy is, and wind wave
relationship . Regions of particular intere t include
Fl rida' coastal waters, the Gulf tream, and tropical
regions of the world' oceans in general.
Education: The center offer a Ph.D. degree in
oceanography/marine biology in a chiefly tutorial course
of tudy. Areas of curricular c ncentration include
marine phy ics, marine chemi try, marine biology, and
marine geology. The center al offers an M. . degree in
three courses of tudy: coastal zone management, marine
biology, and marine environmental ciences. Evening
cour es are offered on a term ba i f, ur time a year with
cour es in each specialty. The coastal zone management
(CZM) curriculum provide a br ad knowledge of coastal
ecosystem and the dynami of natural and human
induced factors. Many ZM tudents are interested in
careers in environmental management, while others
enhance career in education. The marine biology
program i de igned to equip tud nts with an underranding of the nature and ecology f marine life and
grounding in other area f marine cience. Marine
environmental cience tudents c ncentrate on global
change, climatology, marine environmental law, and
economi . tudent often pursue careers as technical
peciali ts or enhance existing teaching careers. The
Oceanographic Center di ranee program offers the M ..
degree in coa tal zone management and a graduate
certificate in coastal studie using Web-based technology.

The Oceanographic enter al o offer B. . degrees in
conjunction with the Farquhar ollege of Arts and
ienc , including marine biol gy, biology (premed),
environmental tudie , and environmental cience.
Associated Institutes: In addition to re earch and
academi program , everal in titute combine multiple
disciplines a focal points for faculty and taff members.
The ational Coral R ef In titute conduct rigor u
cientific re earch, education, and community ervice in
ord r to understand, monitor, re tore, and manage c ral
reef: , including th e damaged r de rroyed by natural r
human -induced events. The outh Florida Ocean
Mea urement Center i a joint effi rt among government
agencie and educational in tituci ns that employ an
exten ive in water installation built with the guidance of
the Office of Naval Re earch offshore of Broward County
where reefs and the Gulf Stream provide a vast natural
laboratory for under tanding the ocean environment.
The Guy Harvey Research Institute conducts ba ic and
applied research and di eminates information for effective
conservation, restoration, biodiversity maintenance, and
understanding of the world' wild fish resources.
Facilities: The William . Richard n Library provides
material for all of the center' di cipline , including 137
journals (108 active ub cripti ns), 3,000 book and
manuscripts, 24 newsletter , and variou government
documents. The center ha laboratories for marine biology, chemistry, geology, and fi herie and provide a ba e
for the Broward County ea Turtle Con ervation
Project. Additional facilitie include laboratorie for
mariculture, electron micro opy, X radiography, and
electronics a well as c ral and geol gy workshop . The
center has a one-acre marina, two 35+-foot Bertram
research ve el and everal 20-25-foot r earch and dive
boats. The computer facility operates a multi-node cluster con isting of Compaq Alpha work rations, with high
re olution color monitor , DAT tape drive , and a Linux
server. Al o available is a variety of col r and black and
white networked la er printers, canners, a large format
printer/plotter, and imaging hardware and oftware. The
center' LAN con i t of approximately 80 PCs for
faculty, taff, and tudent u e and i connected to the
Internet via a T-1 link. The center' Web site is
www.nova.edu/ocean. Email: imcs@nsu.nova.edu.
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The Shepard Broad Law Center

I

n it first 29 years, the Shepard Broad Law Center has
had a profound influence on South Florida and on
the broader legal community. Its alumni include
numerou judge , mayor , and other government
official . Alumni are partners in major law firms and
erve on community boards and a pro bono volunteers.
Our part-time evening program offer working profe sionals an opportunity to join the legal pr fession or
enhance kill in their exi ting fields.

pecial program available at the Law enter include
joint degree program in bu ine , computer science,
p ychology, dispute resolution, and urban/regional planning; full-semester programs abroad; and the Mediation
Project. Many students intern with a judge through our
Judicial Intern hip Program or volunteer for pro bono
ervice through the Public Interest Law Center. Others
select the Guardian Ad Litem Program to gain experience and improve their lawyering skills.

The Law Center's faculty and student body reflect the
diversity of its community. Included in the 52-member
full-time faculty for 2003-2004 were four African
American , four Hispanics, and one Asian American.
Twenty-three faculty member are women. The student
body i equally diverse. Approximately 50 percent of the
students are women; 34 percent are members of minority
groups. tudencs and faculty members enjoy many
opportunities available in a group reflecting such a wide
variety of backgr unds and interests, including speaker
programs and pro bono opportunities. Affinity groups
representing African American, Asian, Hi panic, Jewish,
and gay and lesbian law students are joined by interest
groups such a those for business law, entertainment and
ports law, and law and medicine.

The Law Center's faculty members, students, and staff
member rec gnize the importance of law a an instrument of social change. Our program melds doctrine,
skills, and ethical concerns to produce attorneys who are
both skilled and caring, and scholarship that advance
our understanding of the law.

Reflecting our students' de ire for a broad-based legal
education, the Law Center supplements it core
curriculum with a wide variety of electives. Students may
tudy cientific evidence, con tmction litigation, and
health law, all in the same emester. The availability of
highly skilled practicing lawyers allow us to offer a
multi-semester lawyering skill and value sequence. All
students use their laptop computers in class and
throughout the building.
The Law Center' clinical program is a highly regarded
opportunity. Every tudent can spend an entire semester
in one of even full-semester clinics: alternative dispute
res lution, bu in , children and family, criminal justice,
environmental and land use, internati nal, and personal
injury litigation. The ability to practice law in a controlled
etting offers an extraordinary educational experience
and training that i highly valued by future employers.
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University School

niversity School, founded in 1971, is a fully
accredited, college preparatory day school that
provides academic programs for students in
prekindergarten through grade 12. The school follows a
humanistic philosophy, and provides a supportive background for the development of children, teaching them
to think, solve problems, and relate to the world around
them.

U

A part of Nova Southeastern University, University
School currently enrolls 1,575 students in the average to
gifted ability range. The rigorous academic program
focuses on student needs, individual growth, character
development, technological competence, extracurricular
programs and community service.
University School has enthusiastic, experienced, and
highly trained teachers. As leaders in their field, many
University School teachers are adjunct professors in the
NSU Fischler Graduate School of Education and
Human Services and serve as collaborative mentors to
new teachers.

Lower School
Critical-thinking and problem-solving skills are stressed
while each child is regarded as a unique learner. The
school offers many opportunities to evaluate, reason,
analyze, and synthesize through individual and small
group projects, creative writing, and analysis ofliterature.
In addition to required computer literacy courses, the
school uses technology in the classroom to help teach
reading, math, and language arts. University School
participated in the original field research on computer
applications in reading instruction that grew into IBM's
Writing to Read Program, now widely used throughout
the nation.
Life in the elementary grades is full of interesting
activities both in and outside of school. Fine arts, sports,
and dramatic art programs are offered during and after
school, and the extended day offers parents a more
flexible schedule.

Middle School
The school is structured to ease students through the
transition in middle school. Small classes average 18 to
24 students, and the special Advisory Program extends
the guidance function down to the classroom level. Each
adviser works with 10 to 15 students, helping them face
the hurdles of adolescence-time management, academic
scheduling, personal organization, and interpersonal
skills. Students at this level can participate in a variety of
extracurricular and athletic activities available to middle
and high school level students.

Upper School
Academic classes are offered at the basic, regular, honors,
and advanced placement levels. Additional course
opportunities are offered through Nova Southeastern
University for stimulating academic challenges and
opportunities for qualified tudents to earn college credit.
The performing arts and athletic programs offer competitive, educational, and skill-building programs that
support the student population. The speech and debate
team has won national recognition and the music
program has been represented at all-state and all-county
competitions. The athletic program places emphasis on
the student athlete and honors achievement both on the
playing field and in the classroom.
One hundred percent of the graduating class attends
college. The combination of an excellent academic foundation and outstanding college counseling has led many
students to attend the nation's most prestigious colleges.
University School's talented class of 2003 included
National Merit Scholars, Miami Herald Silver Knight
winners, and National Hispanic Scholars.
University School has been designated a U.S.
Department of Education National Blue Ribbon School
of Excellence. The evaluation committee specifically
recognized both University School's relationship with
Nova Southeastern University and its success in personalizing education.
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Degree Programs

Center for Psychological Studies
M.S.
M.S.
M.S.
Psy.S.
Ph.D.
Psy.D.

linical P ychopharmacology
(po rdoctoral ma ter's degree)
Mental Health Coun eling
chool Guidance and Coun eling
chool P ychology
Clinical P ychology
linical P ychology

Institute Studies Programs
M.S.

riminal Ju rice

Dual Admission Programs
Nova outheastern University offers dual admi ion to
bachelor' degree pr grams of the Farquhar College of
Arts and ciences and to elected graduate and fir tprofe ional degree programs. tudent apply to both
undergraduate and graduate or professional programs at
the ame time. Students admitted to the Dual Admi ion
Program are assured of their place in an N U graduate or
professional chool at the time they enter N U, as long
a they meet program criteria.
In addition, ome majors have the advantage of being
combined programs, which allows students to complete
both the undergraduate degree and the profe ional
degree in a reduced period of time. The combined degree
curriculum u ually decrea es the number of years of study
in the undergraduate college needed to enter the graduate or profc ional chool. Nova outhea tern University
offers the following dual admission programs:
• B.S. Marine Biology/M. . Marine Biology
• B.S. Biology or B. . port and Wellnes tudies/M.
Physical Therapy
• B.S. P ychology or B. . Sport and Wellness
tudie /M.S. Occupational Therapy
• B.S. Biology/0.D. Doctor of Optometry
• B.S. Biology/D.0. Doctor of teopathic Medicine
• B. . Biology/Pharm.D. Doctor of Pharmacy
• B.S. Biology/D.M.D. Doctor f Dental Medicine
• B.S./M.B.A. Ma ter of Busine Administration
• B.S./M.l.B.A. Master of international Bu ines
Administration
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• B.S. Computer cience or B. . Computer
Information ystem /M .. Computer cience or M.S.
Computer Information Sy terns
• B.S. Psychology/M. . Mental Health Counseling
• B. . P ychology/P·y. . chool P ychology
• B. . Psychology/Psy.D. Doctor of Psycho! gy
• B.S. P ychology/Ph.D. Doctor of Clinical Psychology
• B.S./M. . Conflict Analy i and Resolution or M.
Family Therapy
• B.A. or B../].D. Juris Doctor
• B. ./Au.D. Doctor of Audi logy
• B.S./M .. Speech-Language Pathology
• B. . Elementary Education/M. . Education with a
pecialization in Reading Education
• B. . Exceptional tudent Education/M. . Education
with a pecialization in Exceptional rudent
Education (Varying Exceptionalities)

Farquhar College of Arts and Sciences
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.

B.S.
B.S.
B.S.
B.S.
B.S.
B.S.
B.S.
B.S.
B.S.
B.S.
B.S.
B.S.
B.S.

English
History
Humanities
Applied Profe ional tudies
Athletic Training
Biology (premedical)
omputer Information ystems
Computer cience
Elementary Education
Environmental Science/ tudies
Exceptional tudent Education
Legal Studies (prelaw)
Marine Biology
Paralegal tudies
Prekindergarten/Primary Education
Psychology

Fischler Graduate School of Education
and Human Services
A.A.

M.A.
M.S.
M.S.
M.S.
M.S.

Early Childhood Education
Teaching and Learning ( 4 pecialization )
Education (3 7 specialization )
Human ervice
Instructional Technology and Distance Education
peech-Language Pathology

Ed. .
Ed.D.

Ed.D.
Ed.D.
Ed.D.
Ed.D.
SLP.D.

EJu ational pecialist (22 pecializations)
hild, Youth, anJ Human ervices
( specialization )
Educational Lemler hip
Higher Education LeaJcr.;hip (4 pccializations)
In tructional Technology and Di ranee
EJucation
Organizational Leadership ( 12 specializations)
Doctor of pcech-Language Pathology

Graduate School of Computer and Information Sciences
M.S.
omputcr Information y terns
M.S.
Computer cicnce
M.S.
Computing Technology in Education
M.S.
Management information y tems
Ph.D.
omputcr Information ystems
Ph.D.
inputer icnce
Ph.D./Ed.D. omputing Technology in Education
Ph.D.
Information ciencc
Ph.D.
Information y tem
Graduate School of Humanities and Social Sciences
M.S.
Conflict Analy i and Resoluti n
M.S.
Family Therapy
D.M.ET. Doctor of Marriage and Family Therapy
Ph.D.
Conflict Analy i and Resolution
Ph.D.
Family Therapy
Health Professions Division
B.H.Sc. Health ience
B.S./M.M.S. Physician Assi tant
B.S.N.
ursing
M.B.S. Biomedical ciences
M.O.T.

Occupational Therapy
M.P.H. Public Health
M.S.
Clinical Vision Research
M.S.
raniofacial Re carch
Au.D.
Doctor of Audiology
D.H.Sc. Health ience
D.M.D. Dental Medicine
D.O.
0 teopathic Medicine
D.P.T. Phy ical Therapy (entry level)
O.D.
Optometry
O.T.D. Occupational Therapy
Phann.D. Pharmacy
Ph.D.
Occupational Therapy
Ph.D.
Phy ical Therapy
T-D.P.T. Po tprofi ional Doctor of Phy ical Therapy

H. Wayne Huizenga School of Business and
Entrepreneurship
B.S.
B.S.
B.S.
B.S.
B.S.
M.Acc.
M.B.A.
M.I.B.A.
M.P.A.
M.S.
M.S.
M.Tax.
D.B.A.
D.l.B.A.
D.P.A.

Accounting
Bu inc A<lmini tration
Finance
Professional Management
port an<l Wellne
tudie
Ma tcr of Accounting
Busine · A<lmini tration
Master of International Busin Administration
Master of Public Admini tration
Human Resource Management
Management
Ma tcr of Taxation
Doctor of Bu ine Admini tration
Doctor of International Bu iness A<lmini tration
Doctor of Public Administration

Joint Degrees
The hepard Broad Law enter offers joint J.D./ma ter'
degrees in conjunction with the following aca<lemic centers:
Center f, r P ychol gical
Health oun cling

cudics--J.D./M .. in Mental

Graduate
chool of Computer and Information
cicnce -J.D./M.
in computer and information
science fields of tudy
Graduate chool of Humanitie · and ocial cien es-J .D./M .. or Ph.D. in Conflict Analysis and Re olution
Florida Atlantic University Department of Urban and
Regional Planning-J.0./ma ter's Jegree in Urban an<l
Regional Planning
H. Wayne Huizenga
chool of Busine
an<l
Entrcpreneurship-J.O./M.B.A. and relate<l master's
degree

Oceanographic Center

M.S.
M.S.
M.S.
Ph.D.

Coastal Zone Management
Marine Biology
Marine Environmental ciences
Oceanography/Marine Biology

Shepard Broad Law Center

M.H.L.

J.D.

Health Law
Law
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Student Affairs

T

he Office of the Dean of tudenr Affair has
admini trative responsibilitie for planning and
implementing tudenr devel pmenr
rvice ,
including career services, rudenr activiti and leadership
development, r idential life, housing, recreation and
wellne , the cudent union, and tudent development
and special events.

The Office of Career Services provide career coun eling and job search assi ranee and a i ts tudents and
alumni with the implementation of uccessful career
plans. The center strives to educate student and alumni
to develop a career-life plan, from ch
ing a major to
conducting a job search, exploring career and/or graduate/profes ional chool opportunitie , and ecuring
employment. Career ervices help individual id ntify
their unique valu , abilitie , interests, and kill and
combine them creatively into a satisfying career. rvices
include career counseling, resume writing and other
job- earch assi ranee, career testing and asse ment,
career and job search related workshops and programming, a career resource library, online regi tration, job
arching, campu recruiting, and more. Additionally,
Career ervice rganize annual job fairs and other pecial event related co achieving career uccess.

The Office of Student Activities and Leadership
Development allow all N U rudents the opportunity
to become involved in extracurricular programs. The
Office of
tudent Activitie
and Leader hip
Devel pment encourag all students to get involved in
the university community in a number of different way .
Involvement i one of the b t way to meet other
tudents, faculty members, and raff members and gain
valuable leadership kills. N U has many tudent organizations on campu , including academic societie , Greek
organization , religiou group , service club , and special
intere t group .
The Office of Residential Life and Housing provides
tudents with more than ju t a comfortable place to
leep, eat, and rudy. Member of the Office of
Re idential Life and Housing team are dedicated to
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enhan ing the total ducational xperience by facilitating
an enjoyable campus living experience. The r idence halls
become genuine living/learning center that provide
an environment chat i conducive to o erall tudent
success. To help facilitate the pe nal development and
learning of student , opp rtunitie are provided for
participation in a variety of academic, cultural,
ial,
leadership, and recreational activities and programs.
Other function that enhance rudent growth and development through the Office of Re id ntial Life and
Hou ing include an educational judicial proce , cri i
intervention, cudent mediation, coun eling refi rral ,
and re urce providing. Living on campu i an integral
part of the rudent' total educational experience.
The office coordinate the administrative proce e of all
on-campus hou ing including proce ing assignments,
contracts, billing, facilities, and maintenance f the five
on-campu residence halls. On-campu hou ing con i ts
of a traditional re idence hall with private bath facilici
for undergraduate tudents as well as apartment h u ing
for upper-class undergraduate and graduate tudents.
The Office of Recreation and Wellness exists to provid
pr grams and services chat foster the education and
development of the mind, body, and pirit for the
U
community. Thi include cudents, faculty and raff
member, alumni, and affiliate . The Office of
Recreation and Welln
is located in the university
recreational ports complex known as the RecPlex. Thi
facility boa ts a 2,600 square-foot swimming pool, two
cenni courts, three basketball courts, cardiovascular
fime equipment, free-weight trength training equipment, a multipurpo e recreation area, and a covered
patio area. Recreati n and Welln al offers intramural
ports, fime program , utdoor recreati n trips, and
in tructional recreation opportunities.

The Student Union erve as a bridge to bring the
U
community together and provid facilitie , programs,
and ervices that enhance the quality of campus life.
Thi multiuse facility i intended to provide a fun and
relaxing environment for events and ervic benefiting

the N U community. The tudenc Union boasts an
activities locati n n the econd floor call d the Right
Deck, which includes a dance floor, a tage, rving bar
with a liqu r lie nse, seven televisions with movie channels, ix booths, cable and chairs, two pool cable , and a
Ping P ng table. Also located on the econd floor are
three meeting room , a 53-seat movie theater with a
Play tation, and the new Cyber-Cafe. Weekly tudent
Union events include NA. unday Ticket on OirecTY,
Monday Night F tball, happy hours, BBQs and bingo
for NovaBucks. tudent Union sports include tournaments
fi r bowling, darts, billiards, table tenni , dominoes, and
pades. The continued goal i to help make every person's
visit to the tudenc Union a po itive experience.

The Office of Student Development and Special
Events is re pon ible for providing overall direction and
upport fi r division-wide tudent d velopmenc initiatives
and special pr grams. This ffice al adjudicat policy
vi lations/infracti ns of the tudent code of conduct. In
addition, it i r ponsible fi r creating and updating the
annual Student Handbook. Maj r events pon red by the
Office of tudenc D velopm nt and pedal Events
include homecoming, Hollywood quare , the Life
101 ... Personally peaking p aker erie , and the
Annual
tudenc Life Achievement Awards.
Additionally, the direct r also serves as one of the advisers
to the Pre idencial Knight . Thi pre tigiou group f
tudent leaders accompanies the pre id nc, erving as
ambassadors for university-sponsored events.
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The Center for Continuing and Professional Studies

H

i tory: Nova ourhea tern University's Office
of ontinuing Education wa e tabli hed on
July I, 1995. De igneJ to complement graduate
and unJergraduace degree , the office coordinate
no ncreJit, nonJegree program to meet lifelong profe ional anJ personal development neeJ of individual
in its commun1c1e . n April 1, I 997, the office of
ontinuing Education and ollaboration were merged
to enhance the univcr icy's mis ·ion for community
outreach.
On
epcember I, 2000, the unit be ame
N UCommuniversity. Ac the Jirection of
U central
admini tration, in January 2003, N UCommuniversic:y
became a ub et of The
for ontinuing and
Profe ·ional cudie (
P ) at
ova outheastern
University.
Purpo e: Promoting personal and profe. ional development Jefines the purpo e of
P . The enter facilitate
lifelong learning, acts as a noncredit, nondegree portal of
ac e co the vast re ource of the unive icy' I6 chool
and colleg, , while targeting viable markets using diverse,
comprehen ive, and cohe ive marketing ·crategie .
Principle of the Center for Continuing and
Profe sional Studies: ova outhea tern University i
committed co a proactive leadership po ition in
aJvancing both personal and profe ional d velopment
of inJividual . The center house noncredit, nondegree,
continuing education opportunities; prof, ional development cour e , eminars, work hop , and programs;
ertificate program fo r profe sional and profe ·ionspecifi continuing education credits.
Programs and ervice : A an integrated department
the center include the following:
• The Office of ontinuing Education (0 ED) record
and report nondegree and noncredit continuing
edu ation programs in collaboration with the academic
chool and center.
ED is ·ues
ontinuing
Education Unit ( EU ) and administer the
Technology Training In titute; the Personal
Investment In titute that in ludes a ercified Financial
Planner Program; a well as individual cour e·.
• The Technology Training In ·citute (TTI) i an authorized Academic Training provider for Micro oft, offering certification courses and kill for workers in the IT
indu try. The TT] i · an internal partner·hip between
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the O ED and the ffice of In tructional Technology.
• The Language Institute at N U provides Engli h for
peaker of Other Languages (E
L), foreign
languages, interpretation and tran~lation rvice for
N U cudent , adm ini cration, academ ic ·chool , and
centers. ambridge Academia curricula and pecific
TOEFL and IELT preparation oursc and IELT
te ting attract international, profc · ional tudcnt co
the university.
• The Profe ional Development Institute (POI) works
in collaboration with the Office of Human Re ource
to offer proce kill development cour e · to upervirs, managers, admini trator , principal , and other
leaders. crtified instructors condu t eminars and
workshop in profe ional growth programs uch as
The even Habit of Highly Effective People and
Franklin Covey Time Management. Ocher ski lls-related
cour e are Dealing with Difficult People and
Development of an Effective Meeting Agenda.
• The center' admini tration, in collaboration with
chool di triers, IHEs, agencie and organization in
the tri-county area facilitate coorJination of a variety
of chool-ba ed initiative , incluJing cxten ive
commi tment to the Broward ounty Educational
on ortium.
UCommuniver icy i a vehicle for chi
work.
• In anticipation of the university's planned conferen e
center anJ hotel, a onfercnce Management crvice
( M ) infrastructure has been implemented. M
offer full event/conference planning, management,
regi tration, and evaluation for teaching and learning
enuc u h a work hop , eminar , retreat , and
academic institute .
Representative Forum: ounsel, guidance, and upport
for the center' program are provided by repre entative
group of continuing education, profe ional development, and training from the univer icy' 16 schools and
colleges. The group meets biannually to share pro pe rive, collaborative, su
·ful events, a well to discu
evaluation for program improvement.
Information: Program de ·cription , cheduled courses,
and link to co llaborative ly developed learning opportunities are on the Web ·ite: •www.nom.edu/nsu/ce or
(954) 262-87 9.

STUDENT ENROLLMENT

Student Enrollment

S

Hi t rically, the fa te t rate of growth was during the
university' fir t decade of exi tence, when tudent
enrollmen reached m r than ,000. Between 1972
and 1973, enrollments almo t tripled, in reasing from
571 t 1,483 after the additi n of di ranee education
programs in educational leadership and higher education,
as well a an M.B.A. pr gram and a Ph.D. program in
clinical p ychology.

Historical Highlights of Enrollment

cudent enrollment has grown rapidly since the
university was first establi hed in 1967 as ova
Univer icy of Advanced Technology. The university grew from a mall graduate institution serving 17
Ph.D. cudent tudying eanography, phy ical science,
and ience education to a maj r university with more
than 23,000 students pur uing undergraduate, graduate,
and profe ional degree in a wide variety of field in
fall 2003.

During the next decade, enrollment leveled off, and
then once again began to ri e. Over the la t 10 years,
enrollments incre ed 64 percent (Figure 2 and Table 1).

Figure 2
A Decade of Growth
Total Fall Enrollments
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Table 1

Growth in Fall Enrollment
Enrollment by Degree Level
Year

2003
2002
2001
2000
1999
1998
1997
1996
1995
1994

Undergraduate Graduate Professional

5,223
4,700
4,019
4,110
4,239
4,371
4,207
3,928
3,866
4,167

14,963
13,717
11 ,869
11,450
10,786
9,734
9,714
9,139
8,655
8,219

Source: IPEDS Fall Enrollment Survey
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3,336
3,202
3,179
3,027
2,933
2,816
2,580
2,425
2,171
1,982

Total
Enrollment

23,522
21,619
19,067
18,587
17,958
16,921
16,501
15,492
14,692
14,368

Annual
Increase
9%

13%
3%
4%
6%
3%
7%
5%
2%
17%

ova utheastem University ha the larg t total falltenn enrollment of all independent universitie in the
utheastem United tat . M r ov r, of approximately
private and nor-for-profit institution nationally,
utheastem University rank 10th. Wh n compared with the total number of tudents enrolled at
Florida independent fi ur-year in titution in 2000,
approximately one of every seven studen enrolled in
pri ate higher education in Florida attended Nova
uthe tern Un iversity.

General Notes Concerning Enrollment Data
All enrollment data repre enc unduplicated tud nt
count , ex pt where n red otherwise. Prior to fall 2000,
enrollment data pre ented in me f the tabl and
graph below ontain d data reported to the federal government for u ·e in it Integrated P t econdary

Edu ation Data y rem (IPED ), whit other report data
wa colle t d three week later (a differential of three to
five per enc in the counts).The d adline for the fall 2000
federa l report was moved forward, making it possible for
all enr llment data detailed below for fall 2000 and
nward to be that reported to !PED .

Recent Enrollment Trends
A · hown in the graphs and tables that fi II w, all measur
of enrollment h w gr wth ver the past five years. Both
the fall head ount (Figure 3) and TTE 1 enrollment
(Figure 4) ·h w the gr atest increase in graduate degree
programs. Between fall 1999 and fall 2003, the headc unt
enrollment in graduate program increased 36 perc nt.
Und rgraduat head ount incr a ed by 23 percent
during the ame period.

Figure 3

Figure 4
Fall Full-time Equivalent Enrollment

Undupllcated Fall Headcount Enrollment
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1999
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Academic Year
Undergraduate

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

4,371

4,239

4.11 0

4,019

4,700

5,223

Graduate

9,734

Professional

2,816

Academic Year

1998

1999

2001

2002

Undergraduate

3,575

3,430

3,337

3,187

3,707

4,139

Graduate

6,155

7,402

8,615

9,067

9,288

10.632

Professional

2,753

2,870

2,929

3,113

3,112

3,228

10,786 11,450 11,869 13,7 17 14,693
2,933

3,027

3,179

3.202

16,921

2003

3,336
Total

Total

'2000

12,483 13,702 14,881

15,367 16,107 17,999

17,958 18,587 19,067 21,619 23,522
• ~lnf112000. lhteduclbonllllllilRhlfandlllgfW.auc:.m,,,.... .... ~GndallSdlloalol~

S.C.--ftDSfllE

llldH\Jffillft~ ........ lntblcala,lillliraGIFTilbl11m1-,•lllh~l'l'o0'1ffl .... and . . . . .

1Full-lime equivalents (FTE) were calculated as follows for ea::h degree level
ITT = No full-lime students+ (total credrt hrs taken by students carrying less than a full-time load + full-time credit load)
FutH,me credit loads are 12 or undergraduates 9 for graduate students. and 10 for first-professional students
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rowth in the delivery f educati nal rvic to rud n
is perhap m t apparent in the rise in cumulative duplicated1 and unduplicated 1 headcounts, cumulative credit
hours, and annual FT£4 hown in Figure 5-8. Over the
pa t five years, unduplicated, cumulative headcount
increased by 22 percent, and cumulative credit hours

delivered grew by 30 percent. Annual FT£ increased by
30 percent ov r the ame time period. The university
continue to expand program both on and off campu to
rve more rudents, n t only in Florida, but aero the
nation and in ele ted international ire .

Figure 5

Figure 6

Cumulative Unduplicated Headcount
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Fiscal Year
FlscalYear
Headcount

Fiscal Year

1991H19 1999-00 2000--01
23.902

24,983

25,801

2001-02 2002-03
26,702

29,217

FlscalYear
Credit Hours

...... ,.....

1991H19 1999-00 2000-01 2001-02 2002-03
411 .728

428,025

454,699 473,588 535,8t 3

2 Cumulative duplicated headcount 1s the sum of the headcounts for all terms comprising the academic year In a duplicated headcount. students enrolled in mulbple terms during the academic year
are counted more than once
3Unduplicated cumulative headcount is defined as the total number of individual students served in a given academic year Each student 1s counted ooly once, no matter how many terms they enrolled
in during the academic year
4Annual FTE was calculated using a modification of the formula used by the Florida state untverS1ty system Annual FTE is the sum of annual FTE for each degree level Annual FTE by degree level
equals annual cumulative credits by degree level divided by the annual full-time credij load (30 credits for undelgraduates and 21 credits for graduate programs). All except for a small percentage of
health professions and law students ~re full-time
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Figure 7

Figure 8

Cumulative Duplicated Headcount

Annual Full-time Equivalent Enrollment
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16,552

17,600

18,639
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19,309

21 ,524
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Enrollments by Academic Unit and Degree Level
For more than lO years, the university' graduate programs
in the field of education ffe red through the Fischler
Graduate chool £Education and Human ervices have
repr ented approximately one-third f the university's
total enr llment. Analy i f data for fa ll 2000 from the
ational Center for Education tati tics revealed chat
N U has the econd large t enrollment of undergraduate
and graduat cuden pursuing degre in education.

Table 3 hows trend in enrollment by academic center
over the last five years. The increase in enrollment over
the last five years in individual centers ranged from 6 to
59 percent. The Graduate chool of Humanities and
ial
ience had the largest five-year increase in
enrollment (59 perc nt).

Table 2

Fall 2003 Enrollment by Academic Center or School
Center/School

Fischler Graduate School of Education and Human Services
H. Wayne Huizenga School of Business and Entrepreneurship
Health Professions Division
Farquhar College of Arts and Sciences
Center for Psychological Studies
Shepard Broad Law Center
Graduate School of Computer and Information Sciences
Graduate School of Humanities and Social Sciences
Oceanographic Center
Criminal Justice
Total

Centers Ranked by Headcount
Percent of
Cumulative
Total
Students
Students ,
Percent
9,023
4,638
3,076
3,039
1,149
1,006
896
451
156
88

23,522

I

38%
20%
13%
13%
5%
5%
4%
2%
1%
<1 %

\ 100%

38%
58%
71 %
84%
89%
94%
98%
100%
100%
100%

I

Center/School

Fischler Graduate School of Education and Human Services
Farquhar College of Arts and Sciences
H. Wayne Huizenga School of Business and Entrepreneurship
Center for Psychological Studies
Graduate School of Computer and Information Sciences
Graduate School of Humanities and Social Sciences
Oceanographic Center
Criminal Justice
Total

Centers Ranked by Term Credit Hours*
Percent of Total Credit Hours
34%
26%
26%
7%
4%
2%
1%
<1 %

100%

Center/school counts include undergraduate, graduate, and professional programs, when applicable.
·The Health Professions Division and Law Center are not included in the credit-hour ranking because their programs are not measured in credit hours.
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Table 3

Five-Year Trends in Fall Headcount by Academic Center or School
Center for Psychologlcal Studies

Farquhar College of Arts and Sciences

Fall
Term

*Fall
Head Count

Five-year
Increase

Fall
Term

*Fall
Head Count

2003
2002
2001
2000
1999

1,149
1,105
964
909
986

17%

.. 2003
2002
2001
2000
1999

3,043
4,731
4,027
4,103
4,075

Graduate School of Computer
and lnfonnation Sciences

Five-year
Increase

..

16%

Graduate School of Humanities
and Social Sciences

Fischler Graduate School of Education
and Human Services
Fall
Term

*Fall
Head Count

Five-year
Increase

2003
2002
2001
2000
1999

9,033
8,177
6,927
6,688
6,231

45%

Health Professions Division

Fall
Term

*Fall
Head Count

Five-year
Increase

Fall
Term

*Fall
Head Count

Five-year
Increase

Fall
Term

*Fall
Head Count

Five-year
Increase

2003
2002
2001
2000
1999

896
926
832
701
680

32%

2003
2002
2001
2000
1999

451
386
342
315
283

59%

2003
2002
2001
2000
1999

3,038
2,680
2,590
2,600
2,615

16%

H. Wayne Huizenga School of Business
and Entrepreneurship
Fall
Term

*Fall
Head Count

**2003
2002
2001
2000
1999

4,631
2,583
2,341
2,335
2,296

Five-year
Increase

..

13%

Shepard Broad Law Center

Oceanographic Center
Fall
Term

*Fall
Head Count

Five-year
Increase

Fall
Term

*Fall
Head Count

Five-year
Increase

2003
2002
2001
2000
1999

156
149
130
111
121

29%

2003
2002
2001
2000
1999

1,006
1,011
1,008
963
945

6%

*Source: End of Fall Term Weekly Enrollment Reports, except 2003, which was as of December 5, 2003.
•·in 2003, undergraduate business majors were moved from the Farquhar College of Arts and Sciences to the H. Wayne Huizenga School of Business and
Entrepreneurship. Comparable breakouts for previous years are not available.
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Over the la t five yea there has been a gradual increase
in the proportion of tudent attending part-time from 49
percent in fall 1999 to 57 per ent in fa ll 2003. (Table 4).

First-profe ional program enroll aim st exclusively fulltime tuden , whit the graduate tudent enrollment i
almo t three-~ urth part-ti me stud ncs.

Table 4

Fall Term Enrollment

by Gender and Full-time/Part-time Status
Year

Degree Level

Full-time

Part-time

2003

Undergraduate
Graduate
Professional *

3,131
3,866
3,094
10,091
43%

2,092
11 ,140
199
13,431
57%

1,316
4,365
1,518
7,199
31%

3,907
10,641
1,775
16,323
69%

5,223
15,006
3,293
23,522

2,782
3,845
2,945
9,572
44%

1,918
9,872
257
12,047
56%

1,204
4,238
1,535
6,977
32%

3,496
9,479
1,667
14,642
68%

4,700
13,717
3,202
21,619

2,359
3,408
2,984
8,751
46%

1,660
8,461
195
10,316
54%

1,058
3,726
1,550
6,334
33%

2,961
8,143
1,629
12,733
67%

4,019
11 ,869
3,179
19,067

2,585
3,346
2,808
8,739
47%

1,525
8,104
219
9,848
53%

1,074
3,698
1,520
6,292
34%

3,036
7,752
1,507
12,295
66%

4,110
11,450
3,027
18,587

2,609
3,734
2,752
9,095
51%

1,609
6,931
175
8,715
49%

1,224
3,469
1,522
6,215
35%

2,994
7,196
1,405
11 ,595
65%

4,218
10,665
2,927
17,810

Total
Percent

2002

Undergraduate
Graduate
Professional•

Total
Percent

2001

Undergraduate
Graduate
Professional *

Total
Percent

2000

Undergraduate
Graduate
Professional *

Total
Percent

1999

Undergraduate
Graduate
Professional *

Total
Percent

Male

Female

Total

•First-professional programs include iuris doctor, doctor of optometry, doctor of osteopathic medicine, doctor of dental medicine, and doctor
of pharmacy, as defined by the National Center for Education Statistics. Grand total headcounts include students taking courses in foreign countries.
Source: IPEDS Fall Enrollment Survey
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Geographic Diversity
ova uchea tern University i quite dive geographi ally, with tudent du ters in 24 rate , anada, the
arihbean, the Dominican Republic, France, ree e,
Mexico, Panama, Puerto Rico, the United Kingd m, anJ

nemela. Despite the geographic scope of the uni ersity
d u ter ice , the majori ty of students have permanent
re idence tatu in Florida ( ee Table 5). In al ndar year
2003, approx imately 63 percent of all tudent enr lied
reported Florida as their race f permanent re iden e.

Table 5

Permanent Residence of Students
Calendar Year 2003
Pennanent
Residence
Florida
Georgia
Nevada
Ohio
New Jersey
New York
California
Illinois
Texas
Alabama
Virginia
North Carolina
Michigan
Pennsylvania
South Carolina
Maryland
Tennessee
Wisconsin
Puerto Rico
Massachusetts
Indiana
Connecticut
Mississippi
Louisiana
Arizona
Washington
Iowa
Colorado

Students

Percent
of Enrollment

20,439

62.6%

1,379
832
709
623
514
456
446
416
376
376
325
317
315
313
309
178
178
175
171
133
132
131
128
115
114
109
103

4.2%
2.5%
2.2%
1.9%
1.6%
1.4%
1.4%
1.3%
1.2%
1.2%
1.0%
1.0%
1.0%
1.0%
*

•

.
*
*

•

*
*

•
•

..
.

Pennanent
Residence
Missouri
Kentucky
Utah
Maine
New Hampshire
Minnesota
Arkansas
Kansas
Virgin Islands
Oklahoma
Hawaii
Oregon
Rhode Island
New Mexico
West Virginia
Delaware
Washington, D.C.
Alaska
South Dakota
Idaho
Nebraska
Montana
Vermont
North Dakota
Wyoming
Guam
Unidentified, Other
Total Students

Students

Percent
of Enrollment

...
..•
...
.

100
57
56
53
48
47
43
43
37
36
34
32
32
29
29
28
18
16
13
12
12
11
11
5
4
3
2,019

6.2%

32 ,640

100%

•
•
•

.
..•
..
..
.
*

*
*

*

Note. This listing includes all NSU students enrolled during calendar year 2003, including nondegree-seeking students, and special status students.
• State residents represent less than 1¾ of the university headcount.
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With regard to where tudents attend cl cs, 73 percent
of all rudencs enrolled <luring the 2003 calendar year
attended cl es in the tric unty area that include
Miami-Dade, Broward, and Palm Beach countie (see
Tab! 6). Approximat ly 64 percent of all rudent attend
classes in Broward
unty. Only four percent f the

university' total enrollment attend cla e at international it (Table 7) . Eighty-nine percent of all students
at international ice attend las e in Jamaica and
the Bahama . Therefore, the univcr ity's principal
ervice area i Fl orida, primarily the urrounding
tricounty area.

Table 6

Proportion of Students that Attended Classes
in Florida and the *Tricounty Area During Calendar Year 2003

Center/School

Total
Enrollment

Attending Classes in
Florida
Tricounty Area
No. Percent
No. Percent

Percent of Total Center
Enrollment Attending Class In
Broward Miami-Dade Palm Beach

Rschler Graduate School of Education and Human Services
Farquhar College of Arts and Sciences
H. W.r;ne Huizenga School of Business and Entrepreneurship
Health Professions Division
Shepard Broad Law Center
Center for Psychological Studies
Graduate School of Computer and Information Sciences
Graduate School of Humanities and Social Sciences
Oceanographic Center
Criminal Justice

12,606
5,038
5,676
4,128
1,345
1,389
1,556
555
235
112

9,043
4,751
4,034
3,908
1,345
1,369
1,556
555
235
112

72%
94%
71%
95%
100%
99%
100%
100%
100%
100%

7,218
4,308
3,506
3,844
1,345
1,146
1,556
555
235
112

57%
86%
62%
93%
100%
83%
100%
100%
100%
100%

45%
77%
47%
92%
100%
75%
100%
100%
100%
100%

11%
8%
11 %
0%
0%
5%
0%
0%
0%
0%

2%
1%
3%
1%
0%
3%
0%
0%
0%
0%

University-Wide

32,640

26,908

82%

23,825

73%

64%

7%

2%

'The tricounty area includes Miami-Dade, Broward, and Palm Beach Counties.
Enrollments reflect unduplicated counts of students taking classes during calendar year 2003.

Table 7

Students Attending Classes
at International Sites During Calendar Year 2003
Country

Number

Percent of
International Enrollment

Jamaica
Bahamas
Dominican Republic
Panama
France
Canada
Venezuela
England
Greece
Germany

738
432
76
22
15
13
9
9
7
3

56%
33%
6%
2%
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%
<1%

2%
1%
<1%
<1%
<1%
<1%
<1%
<1%
<1%
<1%

Total International

1,324

100%

4%

Enrollment counts reflect unduplicated counts of students taking classes during calendar year 2003.
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Percent of
Total Enrollment

STUDENT DEMOGRAPHICS

Student Demographics

D

total enrollment, rather than 46 percent as hown in

etailed data concerning tudent demographic
appear in Table 4-10. Graphical ummarie

Table 10.

can be found in Figure 9-12. le hould be

noted that data in the tab!

Table 8 provide detailed demographic for student

and figure below for

enrolled in fall 2003. Table 4, 9, an<l IO and figure
9, 10, and 12 pre enc five year trend of imi la r data

tudencs from racial/ethnic minorities do not include
nonre ident alien classified a minoritie . When nonre idem alien are classified a cording to race/ethnicity,

grouped co provide a broader overview of pattern in
enrollment.

minoricie repre enc approximately 49 percent of the

Table 8

Fall 2003 Enrollment Summary by Racial/Ethnic Category
Degree Level

El!!!.:.!i!M

Undergraduate
Graduate
First-Professional

Total Full-lime
Total by Race/Ethnicity
Percent of Full-time

M1uM

White,
Total
~frican American, Hispanic Native American Asian or Pacific Nonresident Race/Ethnicity
Non-Hispanic Non-Hispanic
Alien
Unknown
By Gender
k>r Alaskan Native
Islander
Men Women Men Women Men Women Men Women Men Women Men Women Men Women Men Women

316 685
589 1,421
922 751
1,827 2,857
4,684
46%

648
751
139

410 1,538
1,948
19%

200
102
203

669
391
392

505 1,452
1,957
19%

11
6
8

50 92
41 75
155 221

60
52
47

15 25
40
<1%

246 388
634
6%

9
4
2

159 250
409
4%

144 275
419
4%

3,306 6,785

10,091

33% 67%

52 242
128 242
1
1

43 141
124 255
4
5

502 1,590
3,319 7,821
71
128

2,092
11 ,140
199

14

21

115 154

181 485

171

3,892 9,539

13,431

269
2%

666
5%

572
4%

109

112 325
8%

85
7%

270

1,316 3,907
25% 75%

5,223

25

139 199
2%

180 345
3%

169 329
3%

4,364 10,642
29% 71%

15,006

2
<1%

8

163 234
12%

48
3%

61
4%

77

1,518 1,775
46% 54%

3,293

29

46

340 542

340 735

315 676

7,198 16,324

23,522

991
4%

31% 69%

106
439
20

Total Part-time

1,877 3,986

969

3,285

565 1,207

Total by Race/Ethnicity
Percent of Part-lime

5,863
44%

4,254

32%

1,772
13%

35
<1 %

Undergraduate Total
Pertenl by Race/E111nicity

482 1,079
30%

263 1,167
27%

306 944
24%

9
<1%

13

59
3%

Graduate Total
Pertent by Race/E111nicily

2,268 4,980
48%

1,049 3,504
30%

541 1,260
12%

18
<1%

First-Professional
Pertenl by Race/E111nicily

954
53%

152

223 455
21%

Grand Total

3,730 6,843

1,379 4,823

1,070 2,659

6,202
26%

3,729
16%

Source: IPEDS Fall Enrollment Survey

3,131
3,866
3,094

17
124
13

519
2,753
13

67
7%

814 2,317
1,045 2,821
1,447 1,647

9
98
8

126
837
6

784

42
45
57

2
19
0

166 394
1,679 3,559
32
33

275
869
63

129
74
72

83
103
64

0
14
0

Undergraduate
Graduate
First-Professional

Total by Race/Ethnicity 10,547
Percentage
45%

62

137
212
61

Grand Total
All Students

75
<1%

903
4%

1,075
5%

65

401

29% 71%

Figure 9

Figure 10

Fall Term Racial/Ethnic Distribution

Trends in Enrollment of Minorities
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Figure 11

Racial/Ethnic Distribution-Fall 2003
- - - - - - - - - Undergraduates - - - - - - - - -

Hispanic 24%
Unknown 7%
Other Minority 4%
African American 27%

- - - - - - - Graduate and Professional - - - - - - -

Unknown 3%
Other Minority 4%

Hispanic 14%
African American 26%

- - - - - - --

All Degree Levels
White, Non-Hispanic 45%

Unknown 4%
Hispanic 16%

Other Minority 4%
Nonresident Alien 5%
African American 26%

Source: IPEDS Fall Enrollment Survey
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Table 9

Racial/Ethnic Distribution of Students by Headcount
Degree Level

Fall
Term

Undergraduate

2003

5,223

2,870

1,561

1,250

1,430

2003

15,006

6,735

7,248

1,801

4,553

2003

3,293

1,304

1,738
1,725
1,781
1,753
1 775

678

625
586
483
448

219

2003

23,522

10,909

10,547

3,729

6,202

Graduate

FirstProfessional

University
Total

2002
2001
2000
1999

2002
2001
2000
1999
2002
2001
2000
1999
2002
2001
2000
1999

Total
Total
Headcount Minorities

4,700
4,019
4,110
4,218

13,717
11 ,869
11,450
10,665
3,202
3,179
3,027
2 927

21 ,619
19,067
18,587
17,810

White, Hispanic African
Non-Hispanic
American

2,479
2,069
1,980
1,756

1,437
1,419
1,656
1,940

5,676
4,810
4,137
3,484

6,915
6,234
6,322
6,376

1,233
1,173
1,050
956

9,388
8,052
7,167
6,196

1,112
921
881
839

10,077
9,434
9,731
10,091

1,216
1,036
954
799

1,674
1,424
1,375
1,240

3,678
3,144
2,520
2,017
224
201
174
151

3,411
2,931
2,739
2,527

5,118
4,381
3,648
2,967

Nonresident Race/Ethnicity
Other
Minority*
Alien
Unknown

151
112
145
118

190

437

480
327
282
271

355

381

525

498

304
204
192
251

324
242
242
227

611
588
531
488

515
437
460
317

407

113

138

978

1,075

384
386
393
357

859
740
780
702

115
122
86
94

1,206
1,037
899
853

129
130
138
102

991

948
771
790
670

University total headcounts Include students taking courses in foreign countnes.
Source: IPEDS Fall Enrollment Survey

'Includes Native Americans, Alaskan Natives, Asians, and Pacific Islanders.

Table 10

Racial/Ethnic Distribution of Students by Percentage
Degree Level

Fall
Term

Total
Minorities

White,
Non-Hispanic

Hispanic

African
American

Other
Nonresident
Minority*
Allen

Undergraduate 2003
2002
2001
2000
1999

53%
51%
48%
42%

31%
35%
40%
46%

30%

24%

27%
26%
26%
23%
19%

3%
3%
4%
3%

Graduate

45%

48%

12%

30%

3%

2003

2002
2001
2000
1999

FirstProfessional

University
Total

2003

2002
2001
2000
1999

2003

2002
2001
2000
1999

55%

41%
41 %
36%
33%

40%

50%
53%
55%
60%

53%

24%
23%
21 %
20%

7%

3%

3%

6%
5%
5%
6%

27%
26%
22%
19%

2%
2%
2%
2%

4%
5%
5%
5%

4%
4%
4%
3%

21 %

7%

12%

3%

4%

4%

5%

4%

54%
56%
58%
61 %

20%
18%
16%
15%

46%

45%

16%

47%
49%
52%
57%

8%

10%
8%
7%
6%

12%
12%
12%
12%

39%
37%
35%
33%
43%
42%
39%
35%

4%

Race/Ethnicity
Unknown

16%
15%
15%
14%

7%
6%
6%
5%

26%

24%
22%
20%
17%

12%
12%
13%
12%
4%
4%
4%
4%

4%
4%
3%
3%
6%
5%
5%
5%

4%
4%
5%
3%

4%
4%
4%
4%

University totals include students taking courses in foreign countries.
• Includes Native Americans, Alaskan Natives, Asians, and Pacific Islanders.
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Source: IPEDS Fall Enrollment Survey

ver the past five years, there has been a pron unc d
increase in the minority- tud nt populati n (Figure 9
and 10). Min riti

Al ng with ethnicity, age repr sents an important c mponent f diversity in the tudent body. N U has a large
number f tudents of nontraditional college age. This is

represented 46 percent f the total

enr llment f the university chi fall (2003 }, and the

tru at both the undergraduate and graduate levels.
Eighteen-year-old tudents entering the univer icy

number of minority tudents increa ed 76 percent
between 1999 and 2003 (Tables 9 and 10). The large t

directly fr m high school can rudy along ide working

pr porti n

i repr ented am ng under-

adults wh may be up to 72 years old. imilarly, 22-year-

graduate tudents, with the greatest increase over the
past five years in enrollment f African American tu-

ld tudents tarting graduate school immediately after
c mpleting their bachelor' degree can tudy with sea-

d nts (Table 9). Between 1999 and 2003, the number of

ned profe ionals who have returned to school to further their careers.

f minoriti

min rity tud nts in undergraduate pr grams increased
by 63 percent, in graduate pr grams by 93 percent, and
in pr ~ ional-degree program by 36 percent.

The maj rity of undergraduate and graduate tudents at
ova outhea tern Univer icy did not begin their

Female rudent have been in the maj rity at

programs immediat ly after high

hool or after graduating

U for
more than 10 years. The pr porti n f women rudent

fr m college. Thirty- ix per enc of und rgraduates, even

increased from 65 per ent in 1999 t 69 percent in 2003
(Table 4 and Figure 12). The relatively large representa-

percent of graduate tudent and 5 percent of fir tprofe i nal tudents were under ag 25 during the 2003

fra ti n f tudents below age 25 has

tion f women in the tudent body i con i tent with the

fall term. Th

fact that the university' large t pr grams are in the field

changed little at the undergraduate and graduate degree
level for th pa t five yea .

of education, which i an area traditionally ught ut by
women. Other pr grams uch as p ychol gy and counseling al have wide appeal to w men.

Figure 12
Trends In Enrollment by Gender
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Table 11

hows the mean, median, and mode age of

years old. A

enro lleJ cuJent by degr e level. The majority (51

hown in Tab! 11, the mean age of graduin the mid to upp r 30 , with ubstantial

ate tudent w

p r ent) of full-rim und rgraduate were f traditi nal

numbers of rudenr in their 40

age (defined here a full-time tuden

with the fact that mo t graduate tudents enrolled at

between 18---24

years old).

r 50 . This is consi tent

NSU are w rking adu lts at vari u levels in their profe ional career. Many have returned co chool to upgrade

The age di tribution of part-time undergraduate was

their academ ic credential , while others are preparing for

m re di perse<l with the mean, median, and modal ages

a career change.

utside

f the traditional tudent age range. Overall,
attending pr fe ional chool

appr ximately 36 percent of all undergraduate were of

The majority f ruden

traditional age during the 2003 fall term.

at N U range from 22-2 years o ld, indicating that mo t
enter immediately, or

Age distribution pattern for full- and pan-rime graduate

bachelor' degree. A

tudent showed the full-rime <li tribution k wed om -

oon after comp leting their
hown in Table 11, the mean,

median, and modal age of full-time rudents fall within

what toward the traditi nal graduate- tudent age gr up,

thi age range.

while the distribution of part-time students wa di persed
with only a mall proportion of tudent le

than 25

Table 11

Average Age of Students Enrolled in Fall 2003
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Mean

Median

Mode

Undergraduates
Full-time
Part-time

27
34

24
32

19
28

Graduate Students
Full-time
Part-time

35
39

32
37

26
32

First-professional Students
Full-time
27
Part-time
33

26
29

24
25

UNIVERSITY GRADUATES

University Graduates

A

pproximately 77,000 people claim N ova
utheastem University as their alma mater.
These graJuate reside in all 50 states and in
more than 50 other countric . Many alumni arc in highlevel po itions in areas uch as bu inc··, education,
h alth care, law, politics, and public crvice. N U
graduate have crved a pre ident , chief executi ve
fficers, and vice pre idents of leading corp ration ;
college presid nts and provo t ; uperintendent and

i tant superintendents in some f the nation' largest
chool di trice ; and as judges, state bar offi cials, tate
representatives, city and county c mm issioners, and mayors.

Degrees Awarded
From 1998-1999 to 2002-2003, the number of degrees
awarded increased by 28 percent (Figure 13 ). The majority
of the increase was in ma ter's degree (Figure 14 ).

Figure 13

Figure 14

Degrees Conferred

Degrees Conferred by Level
During the Period July 1-June 30

For the Period July 1-June 30
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500
Speclalist

199!Hl0
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2001-02

0
1998-99

2002-03

Academic Year
Academic Vear

2001--02 2002--03
Academic Vear

4 ,648

5,035

2000-01

2001-02

2002-03

Academic Year

1998--99 1999-00 2000--01

Number of Degrees

199!Hl0

5,325

5,865

5.944

1998--99 1999-00 2000--01

2001--02 2002--03

Bachelor's

967

950

1,088

1,047

942

Soun:t tPEDS lrmtru/lrlnll ChlractlOS1lcl

Master's

2,406

2,660

2,799

3,167

3,252

Specialist

100

179

187

276

318

Doctorate

537

587

521

641

732

Professional

638

659

730

734

698

Sou,calf>EDS--
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Figure 15 and Table 12 how the racial/ethnic composition of the most recent group of graduates. It is w rth
noting that approximately one-third of graduates at all
degree levels are minorities. In particular, 50 percent of

bachelor's-degree recipients are minorities. Thirty-four
percent of graduate and 37 percent of professional degree
recipients are minorities.

Figure 15

Racial/Ethnic Distribution of Degrees Awarded
July 2002-June 2003
- -- - -- - - - Undergraduates
White, Non-Hispanic 36%
Hispanic 24%
Nonresident Alien, Other 14%

African American 23%

- - - - - --

Graduate and Professional - - - - - --

White, Non-Hispanic 60%
Nonresident Alien, Other 6%
Other Minority 4%
African American 18%

- - - - - - - - All Degree Levels
White, Non-Hispanic 56%
Nonresident Alien, Other 7%
Other Minority 4%
African American 19%
Source: IPEDS Fall Enrollment Survey
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■

N va oucheastern U niversity has educated ignifi ant
numbers of minority tuden wh n compar d to other
college and universities in Florida and acr
the country. The following facts place
U'
ntributi n in
some perspective:

Based on a 2002 study by NORC, ova utheastern
Un iversity ranked 10th am ng 413 doctorate-granting
institution nationwide in the total number f doct ral
degree conferred and first in the number of d torate
awarded in the field of education. It award d 2 percent
of all doctorates, and 51 percent of all doctorate in the
fie ld of educati n that w re conferred in Florida in
2001-2002.

■ B ed on a 2002 tudy by the National Opinion
Re earch Center (NOR ) at the Univer ity of hicag ,
N U ranked first am ng 413 d t rate-granting in tituti ns nationwide in the number of doctoral degree
awarded to African American and 11 th in the number
of doctoral degree award cl to H i pani .

■
ova outheast rn University awarded more than
one-fi urth as many master' , and one-half as many doctoral
and first-p r fi i nal degr
as th entire tare univ rsity
y tern of Florida during the 2001-2002 fi cal year.

■

In the 2003 ed it ion of Black Issues in Higher Education,
N U wa cit d a th number one producer f African
American d torate am ng both trad itionally wh ite
institution and hi t rically black ollege and universities.
In fa r,
Uhas ranked fi t nationally in the number of
d t rate awarded to African Americans for the last
even conse utive years.

Appr ximat ly 70 per enc of all degre awarded by
Nova
uthea tern Univer ity in 2002-2003 were
awarded tow men (Table 12). M re than half of all the
cl gree awarded w re master' degree . The Fi chler
Graduate chool of Educati n and Human ervice
a coun for almo t half of all the degree awarded
university-wide. (Table 13 ).

Table 12

Degrees Conferred
July 2002-June 2003
Bachelor's
By Gender
Female
Male
By Race/Ethnicity
White, Non-Hispanic
Hispanic
African American
Asian/Pacific Islander
Native Am./Alaskan Native

Master's

Grand Total

Doctoral

All Degrees

Number Percent Nu mber Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent

687
255

73% 2,332
27% 920

72%
28%

339
229
213
23
3

36% 1,891
24% 405
23% 615
2%
77
7
<1%

58%
12%
19%
2%
<1%

.................................................. ............. ............. ............. .............

Nonresident Alien
Un designated

Specialist

*FirstProfessional

99
36
942

11 % 180
6%
4%
77
2%
100% 3,252 100%

264
54

83%
17%

427
305

58%
42%

367
331

53%
47%

4,079
1,865

54% 517 71 % 395 57% 3,314
8%
57
8% 118 17%
836
36% 115 16%
7% 1,109
51
1%
14
2%
196
80 11 %
0%
14
3 <1%
1 <1%
·············· .............. ·············· .............. .............. .............. ..............
0%
22
3%
341
0
40
6%
2%
4
1%
4
1%
13
134
318 100% 732 100% 698 100% 5,944
171
27
114
2
0

69%
31 %
56%
14%
19%
3%
<1%
·············
6%
2%
100%

'Flrst-professional includes juris doctor. doctor of dental medicine, doctor of optometry, doctor of osteopathic medicine, and doctor of pharmacy, as defined by the National
Center for Education Statistics.
Source: IPEDS Completions Survey
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O ne of the contra ts between Nova outheastem
University and the Florida ·tate university y tern is the
age of the tuden . The difference in age freq uently
spans approximately 10 years. Both the average age of
tuden currently enrolled (Table 11) and their age at
time of graduation (Table 14) cl arly ind icate that Nova
outheastern Univer ity erve predominantly older,
working adults. Accordingly, the university has tructured

its academic programs and delivery systems to meet the
need of ch i popu lati n.
In contra t, students pursuing degree in the Florida tate
university y tern are typica lly younger and follow a more
traditional educational progre ion in which tudent
enter college immed iate ly after graduation from h igh
chool.
me go n to pursue and obtain a graduate or
professional degree with li ttle r no interruption.

Table 13

Degrees Conferred by Academic Center
July 2002-June 2003
Total No.
Graduates

Center/School

Criminal Justice
Fischler GraduateSchool of Education and Human Services
Farquhar College of Arts and Science
H. Wayne HuizengaSchool of Business and Entrepreneurship
Health Professions Division
Shepard Broad Law Center
Center for Psychological Studies
Graduate School of Computer and Information Sciences
Graduate School of Humanities and Social Sciences
Oceanographic Center

6
2,719
864
798
666
303
271
233
61
21

University-Wide

5,944

Bachelor's

-

Educational
Specialist

6
1,929

-

-

286

504

-

-

-

-

864

-

-

78

702
186

-

-

-

196
165
48
20

-

942

First•

Master's

3,252

Doctorate Professional

-

96
7
0
75
36
13
1

318

732

32

-

395
303

-

698

Table 14

Age at Time of Graduation for Degrees Conferred
During the 12-month Period July 1-June 30
Degree Level

Academic Year

1998-1999

1999-2000

2000-2001

2001-2002

2002-2003

Bachelor's

Mode
Median
Mean

26
30
33

23
33
34

22
31
33

22
31
33

22
31
32

Master's

Mode
Median
Mean

29
33
36

29
33
35

26
33
35

28
33
36

30
33
36

Specialist

Mode
Median
Mean

42
44
42

43
43
42

30
39
40

32
39
40

29
40
41

Doctoral

Mode
Median
Mean

52
48
46

49
47
46

52
47
45

49
47
46

56
46
45

Professional

Mode
Median
Mean

27
28
30

27
29
31

26
29
30

26
29
30

27
29
31

University-Wide

Mode
Median
Mean

28
33
36

29
33
36

26
33
35

27
33
36

27
33
36
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UNIVERSITY PERSONNEL

University Personnel

N

ova Southeastern University has a fu ll-time faculty, as well as a large, well-qualified, and dedicated group of adjunct professors to carry out it
educational mission. In addition, other academically
qualified university employees working on overload
contracts supplement the full-time facu lty.

Since 1999, the noninstructional staff increased 29
percent, but the number of fu ll -time facu lty increased by
13 percent (Table 15). Between 1992 and 2003, the ratio
of TTE students to the total f full-time facu lty, administration, and raff members has remained approximately
even to one. This ratio doe not include the faculty and

Table 15

Racial/Ethnic Distribution of Full-time University Personnel by Headcount
Position Type

Fall
Tenn

Full-Time
Faculty

2003
2002
2001
2000
1999

535
503
486
479
473

Executive/
Administrative

2003
2002
2001
2000
1999

Female

Total
Minorities

303
296
285
284
288

232
207
201
195
185

88
86
84
74
72

420
400
389
391
397

33
32
32
30
29

27
27
23
19
19

28
27
29
25
24

27
17
12
11
4

0
0
1
3
0

311
295
254
220
171

175
166
146
128
104

136
129
108
92
67

36
35
27
17
13

272
257
223
201
158

16
15
10
9
7

15
17
14
7
6

5
3
3
1
0

3
3
3
1
0

0
1
1
0

Other
2003
Administrative 2002
and Professional 2001

216
210
190
170
195

442
438
378
345
404

211
197
175
118
109

418
417
362
370
459

93
83
69
45
45

87
81

2000
1999

658
648
568
515
599

77

68
47

31
33
29
5
17

29
33
23
7
31

0
1
8
2
0

2003
2002
2001
2000
1999

651
644
562
519
556

85
73
55
47
74

566
571
507
472
482

374
365
301
240
199

273
272
254
275
303

140
138
113
90
80

193
201
162
130
104

41
26
26
20
15

4
5
2
2
54

0

Technical/
2003
Paraprofessional 2002

2001
2000
1999

222
238
228
200
106

86
86
78
64
31

136
152
150
136
75

135
143
136
112
47

80
84
81
84
44

47
46
44
30
16

82
88
85
78
31

6
9
7
4
0

11
6
3
15

2003
2002
2001
2000
1999

83
70
70
62
66

69
53
64
53
57

14
17
6
9
9

33
28
29
30
31

50
42
40
32
32

16
13
11
11
12

16
13
15
18
19

1
2
3
1
0

0
1
0
3

0
0
0
0

877
854
752
591
471

1,513
1,472
1,349
1,353
1,393

345

420
427
376
320
226

112
100
97
56
56

70
69
47
24
107

3
20
9
0

Secretarial/
Clerical

Maintenance/
Skilled Crafts

University Total 2003

2002
2001
2000
1999

Total
Male
Headcount

2,460
2,398
2,168
1,995
1,971

934 1,526
884 1,51 4
818 1,350
746 1,249
749 1,222

• Includes Native Americans, Alaskan Natives, Asians, and Pacific Islanders.
Sourte: HR/IPEDS Fall Staff Survey
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White, Hispanic
Non-Hispanic

327
279
215
189

African
American

Other
Nonresident Race/Ethnicity
Minority*
Alien
Unknown

7

0

0

2
5
2
0
0
0
5
1
0
0

0

staff of the Mailman Segal Institute fo r Early Childhood
Studies and University School. Thus, growth in univerity faculty and support staff has kept pace with rising
enrollments.
Consistently, women have been the majority of all university employees, and they have occupied positions at
all levels. For example, 44 percent of the facu lty and
executive/administrative positions, and more than twothirds of the other administrative and professional levels
were women (Table 16).

The number of employees fr m minority group has
increased almost twofold since 1999. As a group, the
technical/paraprofessiona l staff had the largest proportion of minorities (61 percent), and the executive/
administrative levels the smallest (12 percent).
The data in Tables 15 and 16 do not include 373 fu lltime employees of the Mail man Segal Institute and
University School. When these personnel are included,
the university ha a total of 2,833 full-time employees.

Table 16

Racial/Ethnic Distribution of Full-time University Personnel by Percentage
Position Type

Fall

Male

Female

Total
Minorities

White,
Non-Hispanic

Hispanic

African
American

Other
Minority*

Tenn

Nonresident Race/1:tlmicity
Alien
Unknown

Full-Time
Faculty

2003
2002
2001
2000
1999

57%
59%
59%
59%
61 %

43%
41 %
41 %
41 %
39%

16%
17%
17%
15%
15%

79%
80%
80%
82%
84%

6%
6%
7%
6%
6%

5%
5%
5%
4%
4%

5%
5%
6%
5%
5%

5%
3%
2%
2%
1%

0%
<1%
1%
0%

Executive/
Administrative

2003
2002
2001
2000
1999

56%
56%
57%
58%
61 %

44%
44%
43%
42%
39%

12%
12%
11 %
8%
8%

87%
87%
88%
91 %
92%

5%
5%
4%
4%
4%

5%
6%
6%
3%
4%

2%
1%
1%
0%
0%

1%
1%
1%
0%
0%

0%
0%
<1%
<1%
0%

Other
Administrative
and Professional

2003
2002
2001
2000
1999

33%
32%
33%
33%
33%

67%
68%
67%
67%
67%

32%
30%
31 %
23%
18%

64%
64%
64%
72%
77%

14%
13%
12%
9%
8%

13%
13%
14%
13%
8%

5%
5%
5%
1%
3%

4%
5%
4%
1%
5%

0%
<1%
1%
<1%
0%

Secretarial/
Clerical

2003
2002
2001
2000
1999

13%
11 %
10%
9%
13%

87%
89%
90%
91 %
87%

57%
57%
54%
46%
36%

42%
42%
45%
53%
54%

22%
21 %
20%
17%
14%

30%
31 %
29%
25%
19%

6%
4%
5%
4%
3%

1%
1%
0%
0%
10%

0%
<1%
1%
<1%
0%

Technical/
Paraprofessional

2003
2002
2001
2000
1999

39%
36%
34%
32%
29%

61%
64%
66%
68%
71 %

61%
60%
60%
56%
44%

36%
35%
36%
42%
42%

21%
19%
19%
15%
15%

37%
37%
37%
39%
29%

3%
4%
3%
2%
0%

3%
5%
3%
2%
14%

0%
0%
2%
1%
0%

Maintenance/
Skilled Crafts

2003
2002
2001
2000
1999

83%
76%
91 %
85%
86%

17%
24%
9%
15%
14%

40%
40%
41 %
48%
47%

60%
60%
57%
52%
48%

19%
19%
16%
18%
18%

19%
19%
21 %
29%
29%

1%
3%
4%
2%
0%

0%
0%
1%
0%
5%

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

University Total

2003
2002
2001
2000
1999

38%
37%
38%
37%
38%

62%
63%
62%
63%
62%

36%
36%
35%
30%
24%

62%
61 %
62%
68%
71 %

14%
14%
13%
11 %
10%

17%
18%
17%
16%
11 %

5%
4%
4%
3%
3%

3%
3%
2%
1%
5%

0%
<1%
1%
<1 %
0%

0%

*Includes Native Americans, Alaskan Natives, Asians, and Pacific Islanders.
Source: HR/lPEDS Fall Staff Survey
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University Finances

P

rior to the addition of the Health Pro~ ions
Division, year-to-year annual increases in revenues
kept pace with increas in expen es with net
earning ranging of three to four percent. ince the
addition, revenue have exceeded expen by a mean of
5.1 percent over the past ix year with net earnings
ranging from approximately 2 to 10 percent.

Over the ix-year period hown in Figure 16 and 17,
revenue increa ed 45 p rcent while expenditures
increased 52 percent. De pite the differential increa e ,
revenues exceeded expense by a mean of 5. l percent for
the period hown.

Figure 16

Figure 17

Revenues

Expenditures

For the Period July 1-June 30

For the Period July 1-June 30
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2002---03

Fiscal Year

Fiscal Year

FlscalYear

Income In MIiiions

Souool.lP!D$--
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FlscalYear

$250.7

$269.6

$276.1

$294.7

$331 .6

1997-98 1998-99 1999--00 2000--01 2001--02 2002--03

Total E&G In MIiiions $212 3
S.C...NSU~Oflc:t

$242.6

S245.4

$262.0

$290.0

$322.4

A hown in Figure 18, expenditures per FTE student
roe during the last ix years. Between 1997- 1998 and
2002- 2003, there was a 44 percent increase in FTE, and
a 52 percent increase in expenditures.

Figure 18
Expenditures Per FTE Student
For the Period July 1--June 30
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$17,004
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$1 7,608 $18,005 $17.911
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A hown in Figure 19, the university's primary source of
income was tuition and fees from educational program .
The majority of expenses (63 percent) was for instruction (Figure 20). ince fisca l year 1998-99, income from
government grants and contracts increased 30 percent
and expenditure for research increased by 56 percent.

However, total fund available ~ r re earch were low
relative to other institution with a similar number of
graduate programs. Nova Southeastern Un iversity has
traditi nally placed an empha i on excellence in teaching and applied practical experiences fo r students.

Figure 19

Fiscal Year 2002-2003 Income
Percent of Total Income
Tuition and Fees 78%
.,___ _---1'1

Investment Income 3%
Private Gifts, Grants, and Contracts 4%
Other 4%
Auxiliary Operations 5%
Government Grants and Contracts 6%

Income Source

259.8
20.9

Total Revenues

331 .6

Source: NSU Finance Office
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Millions of Dollars

Tuition and Fees
Government Grants and Contracts
Private Gifts, Grants, and Contracts
Investment Income
Auxiliary Operations
Other

13.4

9.8
16.6
11 .1

Figure 20

Fiscal Year 2002-2003 Expenses
Percent of Total Expenses
Instruction 63%

t======~

Scholarships <1 %
Research 1%
Public Service 2%
Student Services 3%
Auxiliary Services 5%

Institutional
Support 14%

Expense
Instruction
Research
Public Service
Academic Support
Student Services
Institutional Support
Auxiliary Services
Scholarships and Fellowships
(Does not include Internally funded scholarships)

Total Expenses

In Millions of Dollars

201 .5
3.9
6.5
37.4

9.7
44.6
16.8
2.0

322.4

Source: NSU Anance Office
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